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APPROVAL AWAITS REFERENDUM
I

Legislature Votes To· Join NSA
By RAY ZOGORSKI
Staff Writ.er
The Student Association (SA) Legislature voted
overwhelmingly Thursday night to join National Student Association (NSA).
A student referendum will be needed before final
approval of the membership.
The NSA is a confederation of over 300 colleges
and unive:r_:sity student governments to fOBter inter-

campus cooperation nationally and to represent the
U.S. in international student affairs. It provides many
benefits to· student governments and i_n dividual students.

THE ORACLE will run a series of articles informing the students of the background of NSA before the
referendum.
Sen. Roger Coe, staunchest defender of NSA s&id,
"It is my sincere belief that affiliation is a significant

a: position on

step in the direction of student power. It's not what is
popular or expedient, but what is right.

and force issues ."

There was considerable concern at the last SA
meeting over the positions taken by NSA on national
policies. Kappa Delta sorority's national organization
expressed concern over the joining.
"This is an association which condemns r a cism,
favors ending the immoral war in Vietnam, and •is
striving for the acquisition of student power within
democratic processes, a group opposed to coercion

ONLY RAY Hooks, Sue B rown, Bob Cotterman
and Paul Roe voted against the measur e.
Miss Brown said her vote had n othing to do witli
the recent concern over sor orities, but that she was
opposed t o policies liberalizing drug laws and dissemination of contraceptives. She didn't think we sliould
"join a body we, in some respects d isagree with, because their actions reflect each member school.'' ·

a group not afraid to take

.
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Adminstrative Voice In SA
Hotly · Contested In Legislature

Photo by Ed. ·Resources

'School For Scandal'
Paul Massie, Barbara Molloy, and Nick Hall
rehearse "School For Scandal," an eigh-

· teenth century English comedy which. opens.
Thursday in the Theatre.
·

Faculty and administration bill, Sen. Roger Coe said, from student - administration
voice · in the· Student Associa- . "It's important to have these dialogue."
·
tion (SA) Legisll!,ture, and _al- people (faci.Ilty and adminisThe bill was defeated on a
leged discrimination within tration), who know what's voice vote, leaving Vice Pr~s.
student social organizations going on, here to be available Wunderlich the only nonwere top_ics of lively debate at for camment.
student ex-officio member of
t h e Legislature's meeting
Other members opposed the the Legislature.
Thursday night.
bill on the ground that their
Another proposal, this one
The issue of non-student in- presence · inhibited student to investigate alleged discrimfluence in the Legislature control of their affairs and ination within campus social
arose when a bill was intro- discouraged free debate.
organizations, was also deduced to make Robert StevenSen. Ben Brown vigorously feated after lengthy debate.
son, assistant professor of opposed the bill. "Students
Rep. David Tatleman, au:American Idea and adviser to are the only people who thor of the bill, said he wantthe Legislature, an ex-officio should de,termine student poli- ed the investigation because
member of the Legislature. cy. These· administrators and of "complaints received about
Herbert Wunderlich, v i c e faculty should be invited as the way social organizations
president of the University guests, not members. This is · chose their membership."
and dean of Student Affairs, is the first time we have had
Initial ·objection to the innow an ex-officio member.
any student power, and it's vestigation was voiced by SA
Speaking on behalf of the time we separate ourselves Vice Pres. Frank Winkles. "A

:bill against social groups is
discrimination and I don't
want discrimination of any
kind," he said,
Tatleman cla1med the bill
was an investigative proposal,
"not an attempt to kick social
organizations off campus."
Rep. Bob Van Hook said
an organization should be rejected only if the group violated discrimination laws or ·if ft
advocated violent overthrow
of the government. He added
that if an investigation were
undertaken by · the Legislature, the inquiry should adopt
r igid . s tandards. Among the
criteria h e recommended
w e r e t h a t organizations
should: (1)_ follow USF poli-

cies, (2) serve the University,
(3) contribute to the membership's cultural and educational experience and (4) select
their. membership without discrimination as to r ace or
creed.
Rep. Ray Hooks disagreed.
"9roups have a right to _as•
semble for their own ideas
which should not be subject to
our beliefs on their ideas. This
is the same thing tl,at hap•
pened to SDS (Students For A
Democratic Society.) This is
censorship of ideas," he said.
The investigation proposal
was defeated after further debate failed to muster support
of the Legislature.
.
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'SCcindCII'
Opens ·Thursday
.
·formance in "Orders To Kill,' the Theatre Box Office for 75
will be featured in_"Scandal,'.' cents, students; · $1-.50, staff
He., plays_Sir Peter.
and Foundation; :and ·$3, gen"The~e isn't a niore charm~ ·
Tickets --will be on - sale at eral public.
., , .
.
ing comedy in all .of English
dramatic literature," · said
Richard Watts Jr. of the New ·
York; Post about ' "The School
For Scandal," a play the
.
.
Theatre Department will ·present at 8:30 p.m: Thursday, ·
Friday, Saturday, and Nov.
21, 22, and 23, is the .theatre.
"Scandal" is .an eighteenth
century comedy satirizing the
Jay ·. Pierce, president ·of halls. However, this program
.English upper class with their Inter-Hau··Residence Council, cannot be
c1;1rried out this acfalse airs, and constant preoc- announced Wednesday , that ademic year."
cupation with personal lives there will be "a visitation
King added that open house
proof friends . . . resulting in the gram" in the dormitories next · is a university · sponsored
never ending sjn{ul activity school year.
event and a -registered social
.
called gossip.
"Visitation hours will be set event. He said, . "We don't
AMONG THE ·scandals up by the individual living want to force residents to condealt with in the gossip circles units. It will be unlike open form."
are: the relationships of Jo- house in that visits to rooms
HE CONTINUED~ "Each
seph and Maria (Joseph is . will be by invitation only in- area
or-living .unit will set up
·after Maria but Maria is stead of the unit being open to their own hours. The stangoing with Joseph's brother the public. The resident stu- dards board members will
Charles); Lady Sneerwell and _dent will .have to meet liis or
Charles (Lady· Sneerwell . is her guest' at the door .and ,es- control the .a reas, ,At_the Uniafter:· Charles), Sir Benjamin _:cort them up- to their..rodrri,"' : versity of Iowa the:•.policy is
Backbite and Maria · (Back- _according .t o 'Ray King, direc-' 'At least one house officer wjll
be p:reseqt_, ·du:ring -visiting
bite is after Maria ·to,o), anc\ tor of housing., ,
. _G SAID, "The p
. e·op.le pf' hours and ·iwill be responsible
Joseph •and Lady: Teµel (Jo- ,, ·JilN
seph is- also after Lady .Teazel each- dormitory will , deciae . ·tor his
· Botq· ·_ ~ ter•Hall presid_ent
who is married-to-Sir Peter). wh~ther . to . pa1t icipate '. agd .
Pierce· and King said . that
A famous scene froin the what visiting
hours will b:r.• . they -::will obtain .guidelines
play occurs when ·Lady. Teazel ';l'he _cm:few.- question appJ.tes
from ·.other universities -· in
is trapped in Joseph's room at i nly to women's residen·c.e ,
order,-td set ·up a progra,m; in
the moment her husband ar' .~? the' USF· dorms.··-KiD:g- added,
rives, and she is lforced to slip . . ,
' ~All- ·_resicfent" s!udents will
behind a screen so as not to
have to vote,on.this:~•
be discovered.
"Some of·the Marx brothers
antics are used - running in
and out of doors,· trying to
hide ·._and missing .each other • F r e e R u s s i a n f'o o d,
by seconds, etc:/ ' -~ ii-id ~r: Al- · . folksongs and folkda,Iicing will
fred Golding, ·directQr, of _the . be · offered by the •Russian
t
.
production.
Club in a public .program, ,it "A LOT OF :hilarity, farce, .. was decided at their Oct. .21;
and witticisms· fly'. back and meetin·g.
.
'
It is anticipated that.-: the
forth - " Golding sai_d, · "- ·
Russian community of St. Peit's absolutely brilliant.''
He also explained that Rich- tersburg will assist the club in
ard Brinsley Sheridan wrote the area of costumes • and
the satricial play in hopes food.
A- Schedule of all class ofANYONE INTERESTED in 'erings for ·Quarter II will be
that the English Parliament
would pass laws prohibiting participating ·in the program run in the Nov. 20 issue of
the publication of scandal should contact Dr. Anatole The Oracle. The schedul~
sheets which marred the rep- Sokolsky, the club's sponsor.
vill be in the form of a tabThe performance is schedutations of persons unmerci-.
oid insert, Col. 'Walter Grifully, often without any trace uled for February 28 in the
.cti; :general · manager, has
Fine Arts Auditorium, with
of factual information.
mnounced.
Paul Massie, British Acade- refreshments served in the
my Award Winner for his per- lobby.
By MAXINE K~~
, Fine Arts Editor

Cqmpus SGA
Protests Hgndling
Of Mariiuana Raid

(

Dorm ·Visitation
Program· Se/.

area:' "

Ru.ss-•• an ..Fest ·.·; .
:•N·ext Qua11ef-

.:Qu~rter ,,11
t

••

; _ ·

'

.'.· Schedule.

Nexf~Week.

The Student Government "long-haired hippie type;"
has protested to che sheriff's "girl lying half nude on a
office; the American Civil bed," reference to a dog, and
Liberties Union, the state at- other facts, which they claim
torney's office, and news have no relevance.
media, the recent actions
"We don't condemn particitaken during a Tampa drug pation by the police in the arraid last Thursday morning. rests," exclaimed Coe. "We
Twenty arrests of young object to the handHng given
people were made at 13 differ- the case."
ent locations between 6 and 7
"We're acting on our and
a.m. No USF students were the community's behal'f. Our
involve~... _ So.me. >30-,- /,:ieputies concern is for young people
and c~ detectives participat- first, then the secondary ·
ed in the"rai~, the result of things like sensationalism,"
over six weeks,...of···investiga- he said. ;(.;.in · ,
tion. Briefings were held' '6el r·· -DOYLE ~VILL, mapagfore the raids to ensure that ing editor of the Tampa
arrests would stand ' up in Times, did not feel the jourcourt.
nalistic approach taken was
, REP. DAVID TATELMAN sensational. "It's our policy t o
introduced the protest into cover all police activity. It's a
last Thursday's meeting of question of whether the police
the legislature, saying, "the should go on raids by themraid was made into a side- selves or have the representashow, making it impossible tives of the people, the press,
for these people to have a fair with them. The public has a
trial."
right to know."
Sen. Roger Coe said, "It's
James A. Gould, chairman
. time to get involved with is- and professor of philosophy at
sues outside our community. USF, and president of the
It's time to act when the word American C i v i l Liberties
"student" has become a cuss Union here, said, "We are allword. We have to put our- reaqy involved in the ihcident;
. selves on record."
beginning to work behind the
A committee met Friday to scenes to see they (those ardr a.(t the statement and get rested) receive counset."
the issue before the public.
This Legislature is not
SEN. COE SAID the com- going to put up with student
m ittee was opposed to
discrimination," said Coe.
1. The sensationalized treatREP. MIKE DOMANSKI
ment of the incident given by commented, "This is a travesthe news media.
ty of juvenile justice. We have
2. The violation of civil in this body an effective stuliberties under the guise of dent lobby. The recent camh e a 1 t h regulations. · (T.he paign on all levels dealt with·
Tampa Times story said sev- protecting law and order:. It's
eral of those arrested wer e time now that law enforceshaven and given haircuts to ment agencies comply with
comply with health regula- the law."
tions.)
- - -- -- The violations of civil liberties were discussed by the
group as a possible grounds
for appeal and throwing the
case out of court.
Students planning to student
Concern was expressed for teach Quarter III should pick
the "obstruction of justice," up applications now in _EDU
which, Byron Howes said, 303.
"has made the courts impoApplications for the Gradutent in the past, and the use ate R e c o r d Examination
of force has generated no re- (GRE) and the National
spect for the law."
Teacher's
Examination
THE COMMITTEE objected (NTE) may also be picked up
to the use of words like at EDU 303.

lntetrns, GRE,
NTE At EDU 303

-Banefi8e, r1utta:~:-Show Instruments
By ED KUHN
Correspondent ·
The music of the sitar and
'its accompanying instruments
the tabla and tamboura were
explained by Nikhil Banerjee
and his accompanyist Kanai
Dutta d-u ring a lecture
demonstration given in the
Untversity Center (CTR) ballroom last Wednesday afternoon prior to the group's formal concert Thursday.
·
Addressing a group of approximately 350 s t u d e n t s,
Banerjee ,and Dutta gave a
brief explanation of their respective instruments and followed this with several songs
in which each instrument was
demonstrated.·

Jam Session: Indian Style

Ba nerjee spoke on the sitar,
In a performance, the tamdescribing it as the most pop- boura plays the tonic and
ular stringed instrument in dominant notes of t he raga
North India. The sitar is
(melody form) chosen. The
plucked but, unlike the guitar, sitar develops the qualities of
the frets a re adjustable.
the raga While the tabla esThe sitar of today is fash- tablishes the rhythmjc frameioned from a seasoned gourd work (tala). As the sitar plays
and teakwood. Some sitars the theme and variations, the
have a second gourd resona- tabla keeps the basic rhyhm,
tor at the upper end of the and when the sitar returns to
neck. The seven main strings the theme, the tabla improvisconsist of four playing strings es. An exGiting climax is built
and three drone strings.
up with an incredible range of
A PLECTRUM worn on the melodic and r hythmic patright forefinger plucks the terns.
melodf as well as strums the ,·
BANERJEE and Dutta perdrone strings. Underneath the
formed at USF· in conjunction
main strings are 13 sympathetic resonating s t r i n g s _with the Indian Folk Festival
which was .sponsored by the
which are strummed _occaUniversity Center (UC) Music
sionally with the little finger
Committee.
of either hand inserted beBanerjee and Dutta are
tw~en or under the main
sponsored in this country by
strings.
'
Dutta described the tabla as The American Society for
the most popular drum of Eastern Arts (ASEA) a
north India. It actually con- non-profit organization, supsists of"two hand drums. The ported by contributions from
larger drum, called the baya, individuals and organizations
is played with the left hand throughout the United States.
and serves as the bass, while
The Society endeavors to
the tabla, the treble drum, is deepen the awareness in
played with the right hand. Western audiences of the disThe two drums, known as the ciplines and traditions of
tabla, are tuned with a small Asian dance, drama, -and
hammer.
music by making available to
Banerjee described Indian the public the finest aspects of
music as an improvisation ac- the Asian performing arts
cording to strict rules.
world.

A membership organization,
ASEA offers a summer school
in Berkeley for the m ore in•
tensive study of the Asian per•
forming arts.

'My Bag'
Again Today

By Demand :
Once, in a lifetime, against
all odds, popular demand becomes King !
Such is the case of the
Speech Department's •production of "That's My Bag,•l pr~
sented at Coffee House No. 3
last WedQ_esday.
··
Reports of " throngs turned
away" forced the department
to present a re-run today at 2
p.m. in the Engineering Auditorium. Same cast, same
time, same look at ambivalencies existing in our society
today and spoofs attacking
the very discipline of speech
employing negative technique
in production.
So, if you attended the sitar
demonstration - lecture 1 a s·t
Wednesday
or were
t urned away , •• you've got -a:
second chance.

u•s• 41
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UC EVENTS

Busy Weekend
In Store· Here
Mark Lane is here today.
Lane along with John Frasca, Dean Margaret Fisher and
Paul Johnson will be discussing the "The Morality of Dissent" at the Viewpoint program in the University Center
(CTR) Ballroom at 2 p.m. The
panel discussion is spon~ored
by the UC Special Events
Committee.
Panel member Frasca is a
Pulitzer prize winning reporter from the Tampa Tribune.
Dean Fisher is the dean of
Women at USF and Johnson
is a prominent Tampa attor-

ter (CTR) "Needles a nd Pins
Sewing Contest" is Thursday
at 5 p.m. Finished garments
and completed entry blanks
must lbe turned in to the UC
Program Office, CTR159.
Ten dollar gift certificates
will be awarded the first five
,winners.
Modelings and final judging
of the garments will be held
on Monday at 7 p.m. in CTR
252. The final judging and
show is open to USF students,
staff and faculty and' is free of
charge.

ney.

The UC Dance Committee
will present "The Outlaws "
and " The Good, Bad and
Ugly" in a "Freak Out " on
Friday at 9 p.m. in the CTR
Ballroom and CTR 252.
Go-Go girls will be dancing
throughout the "Freak Out"
to the two bands.

The moderator will be Sid
Meschan, a student a .USF.

Sitar Demo
The sitar, tabla and the
rhythm of the Northern Indian music were the main
points of description at the
demonstration concert of Nikhil Banerjee and Kanai
Dutta las t Wednesday.
Th~ sitar is a popular
Twelfth century inSt rument of
North India. The teak instrument has sound boxes of seasaned gourds, a long hollow
he ck with 20 frets and an adJacent and movable finger

"Freak Out"

Toot, Whistle, Plunk
and Boom_
Dr. Theodore Hoffman will
present a lecture on the new
sounds in electronic music on
the UC Music Cor_n.mittee's
"Toot, Whistle, Plunk and
Boom" program on Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the CTR 252.

Movies
board.
The Movies Committee will
In the opening melody of
~e sitar music there is a present three showi~gs of
complete lack of rhythm, as .. " Nevada Smith" on Friday,
~h~ piece continues th: rhyt?• Saturday and· Sunday at 7:30
p.m. in the Business Auditori!ll}C style becomes fixed m
composition. Next is the un- um (BSA) Admission is 35
fixed improvisation and final- cents.
The third of the Paul · Newfy t h e instrumental an~wering, which is very rhyth- man movies will be shown on
Thursday at 7 p.m. in the
mic.
· The tabla used to accompa- BSA. This week's film is
iiy the sitar may ·b!'! used . in "SwEJet Bird of You~h." Addance and solo. It's made of mission is 35 cents.
goat skin and wood: .
· The tamboura, the other ac·companying instrument is
also of seasoned gourd and
teak wood, but has only five
strings. It is used to tell the
Starting safaries have douartist to concentrate and also
bled for Co-op students over
· to build up the melody. . ,,
the last seven years, the Cooperative Education departS1rWing Contest .
; Deadlines , for submitting ment this week reported.
new
Earnings reached
entries for the University Cen-··
high during Quarter IV this
year when the average weekly-sal~ry .was $102.92. per ~udent. The pr,ogxam found 193
students summer employment
in fields· rel a ting to their
m ajor. The gross average
earnings per worker was
$1,338.03 during t he 10 week
training period.
The report found that students earned half this salary
in the fall of 61 when the program began its first full year.
Co-op students then averaged
$55.55 a week and gross earnings for a 13 week period
I
were $777 per. student.
J. ,p , DONLEAVY
George Miller, director of
••• here tonight
the Cooperative Education
Program, attributed the increasing •Salaries to inflation
plus an " expanding program." MiUer said Co-op now
offers "higher paying jobs in
•
many fields throughout the
country."

Co-Op Sararies
Double Here

a

~Ginger Man'
Speak
Jo
'
Tonight At 8
l

~ J.

P. Dorrleavy, author of
•frhe Ginger Man," will speak
tonight at 8 p.m. in the Engineering Auditorium.
'. One of the " Black Humor- .
ists" which include such writers as J ohn Barth, Joseph
Heller, Terry Southern, Ken
~esey and Bruce Jay Friedtjian, Donleavy will speak on
'!The Tools a nd Traumas of
the Writing Trade."
~ In addition to "The Ginger
l\ifan," he ·h as written "A·
Singular .Man," " Meet Thy
Maker." "The Mad Mole<!ule," "The Saddest Summer
of Samuel S.," and the ·soon to
he published "The Beastly
Beatitudes of Balthazar B."

Ambulances
Busy At USF

Getting off the beaten path ca n be a refreshing experience
these days, but when that untraveled road is a U.S. highway
a note of tragedy rings out. Americans, and especially Floridians, are learning to turn an insensitive if not deaf ear to these
sounds. They are the under-tones in the marc h and cadence of
progress.
Interstate 75, a blessing to hundreds of thousands and a
giant step to the future, has also pushed a forgoHen few into
oblivion. These Floridians live in the never never land north of
Tampa on U.S. 41.
Here resting quie tly are towns like Genoa, Jasper, Romeo
and Grovers Corners; never destined to receive top billing in
the drama thact is Flor ida, but s till an important pa rt of the
supporting cast.
U.S. 41 with its business and truck routes stra ddles me tropolitan Tampa, vibrant and alive with the optimism of a youthful and growing commun,Hy. But the traveler who follows this
highway in its two-lane meanderings from Tampa northward
will notice a change of expression on the face of the land and
its , people. A s ubtle smile and ·a shrug of the shoulders that
says " What good does it do to complain?" So they don't.

THIS IS A forgotten Florida. Here coke machines still work
on a dime and retired couples scrape along on pennies. Small
businesses; m otels, restaurants, taverns, a life 's scrimping and
saving now standing stagnant on the roadside. Spanish moss
hangs from- rotting oaks, a dew-wet shroud drying in the sunlight of monotonous days.
Days tha•t cling toge ther into a sticky greyness like the cob

Turns

!ih'@\"6@/i&W•illM\INfu\®ik ¼&\& /§

Into Florida's

'Scenic' Route
webs that hang from motel doors. Welcom e mats and vacancy
signs that go unheeded. A hand-painted " For Sale" sign that
·
peels in t he sun and mildews in the ra•in. .
Travel this highway and stop as I did to listen and •to feel.
Hear a New J ersey couple speak hopefully of the day when
they can again retire. See their life's savings, a small m otel,
boa rded up, save the one r oom that now serves as a r ural post
·
office.
Sit awhile on a til1-roofed porch keeping company with an
'
elderly widow. Her motel is not closed.
"FOLKS LOVE a new thing. They'H be back. Don't. need
·
but a few, just enough to get on."
Notice her nervous smile as she remembers friends from

@I@

"up home " who used to stop on their way south each year.
Talk to t he retired service station a ttendant who ca n't
make more $30 a week without losing his pension. Try to break
a way from his conversation, long stiffled by loneliness. Watch
his eyes as he tells of the young fella who r uns the station down
the road.
"That boy couldn't make it without that milk machine and
those rental trucks."
Drive past a motel without realizing that H has been sold
four times in three year s, or a gas station closed ten times.
since I-75 opened into Tampa.
PULL IN AT A truck-dusty bar and grill. Meet t he tavern
keeper, a man who knows every hog path and mother's son in
the area. Learn that he, like the highway, sees only the face of
the truck~driver. Share his wonder at the city's slow death.
" We got good water and no mosquitoes. This is good country."
Stay t he night in a roadside cabin. Five dollars, no pool
just a quiet pond. Sit on rusting lawn chairs. Listen to the
owner chuckle as he recalls the last man who lost his shirt in
the motel business.
" Bought the place down the road. Was gonna do this and
that. Big plans. Lasted about a month. Went back up north."
Drive back on I-75. Pay 2 cents more for gas, twice as
m uch for a room or a meal. Save ,time. Travel faster and safer .
Leave the two ~ane highways to the trucks and the few people
who "really ar en't in a hurry" and don't m ind seeing how F lor idians " live" instead of where Yankees spend their money.
These visitors too are a forgotten few.

Flu Shots

Nigerian Professor
Here This Quarter
'

By RICARDO PLANAS
Staff Writer
USF draws professors from
all over the world. Dr. Michael C. Nwanze is the new
additi'on to the Dept. of Political Science here. Professor
Nwanze is here lecturing on
International Relations and
Politics in Africa. He received
his high school education in
Nigeria under English professors and then·'\:Vent on to England for his college education.
On his first year · he was
given a scholarship at the
University of L'opdon where
he took his Bachelor's degree
in E conomics in 1963. He then
obtained his Ph. D. in Political Science at the University
of Leeds in 1967. In the meantime he lectured on African
and 'English government at
Leeds College .of Art and the ,
University of Exeter . ,
Since then he has delivered
seminars at ' many British
Universities such as Oxford,
Birmingham, and the-London
Sch'ool of Ec6nomics and P o- litical Science.
IN 1967 he came to the U.S.
as a visiting Assistant Professor at Bowling Green State
University in Ohio, and then
on to USF.
Nwanze has noticed , some
differences between English
and American education and
has some inter esting rema rks
about them.
"English universities a re
an elite education in comparison ·with American universit~s. Only the top 25 per cent
of high scho'ol students can a ttend universities i the :r est go
to Technical .. schools or · go
straight to work." he said.
"The U.S. needs to extend
education to a larger degree
of the population in order to
keep pace with its fast-moving economy." he added.
"I also find English educatiop m uch harder. than in the
U.S. P art-time work is completely out of the question ;
there is .'s imply too mu.c h
reading to do." Nwanze was
surprised to hea,r . how so
many American students a re
able to work and study at the
same time. Nwanze also finds
too much objectivity in exams
·(true and .false, multiple
·choice questions, etc.).

makes him to think more," he
said.
About the Quarter System,
Nwanze had t hese comme nts :
"Time is too short. By the
time t he students are beginning to absorb the material,
the quarter comes to an end.
Here you are forced to memorize the book and the students
never get to reason what the
a uthor says." .

Cobb To Speak
On Baha'i Cause
Stanwood Cobb,' a uthor and
authority on the Baha'i Ca use,
will speak on campus in ,t he
University Center (CTR) 252
today at 2 p.m.
The Baha'i Cause, a movement s eeking world unity;
began in Iran in _1844. ,.Odginal!y · a reformed sect of
Islam, .the Baha 'i Cause is
now a univer sal faith based
on t he foundations of the
gr eat world r eligions.
Stanwood Cobb contacted
the Baha 'i faith in 1906 while
studying at Harvard · in the
Unitarian ministry, and 1mmediately a ccepted it a s the
all-embracing goal of human
search.
Since the Baha'i faith has
no priesthood, Cobb left the
Har vard Divinity School with
t he degree of M.A. in philosophy of religion a nd went to Istanbul, where he gather ed
material for his first book,
"The Real Turk'. ' and for his
more recent "Islamic Contri-

Editor in Chief of the UniThe ambulance, a USF seof Florisa daily newsversity
,
curity guard station wagon
paper, the Alligator, faces a
with two security guards in
possible contempt of court
a ttenda nce, will take any stucharge and jail sentence for a
dent, faculty or staff member
story published last Friday.
who is too ill to walk to the
Harold Aldrich by-lined a
Health Center.
written by one of the AJ.
story
The ·ambulance receives
ligator reporters.
many night calls from the
"THIS INVOLVES a lot of
pro-'
Resident Counselors, Resident memory a nd reproduction -in- · The repor ter Aldrich is
Instructors, and Resident As- _stead of intellectual a nalysi~. tecting did what the F ederal
Bureau of Investigation, the
sistants in the various dormi- English
relies
educa tion
tories on campus. It is the more on the opinion of the state's :a ttorney's office, a nd
Circuit Co1,lI't
only means by Which a n in- students. The.exams are more the 8th District
could not
jured student m ay be trans- ·subjective and the professor a nd local authorities
Dawkins.
Jack
find
por ted to the Health Center does not limit himself to one
after the dormitories have book, so he gives the student
DAWKINS is a wa ndering
closed for the night.
several points of view and black m ilitant who has spent

Set Today
The second part of the noneedle flu immunization will
be given today, and Thursday
from r to 4 p.m. each day in
r oom 251 of the University
Center.
Those with last names , beginning with M-Z are to be
immunized today. Thursday
is designated as a make up
day for all those who were
unable to get their shots on
the day scheduled for their
name.

'

He also sees the American
students handicapped in comparison with English students.
" There is a lack of contact
between the professor and t he
students. Some students are
ver y shy and others a re regarded as 'brown-nosers' by
t heir fellow students." In Britain there is a lot of informal
r elation between the faculty
and the students.
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Advising
Tampa ·Children Enioyed Busin~ss
•
Monday
Fourth Annual Book' Fair Starts
Starting Monday the a dvis-

Going 'round and 'round in for the children, carrying out
the College of Educ;ation the theine, " Go Places With
building was a lot more fun 'Books."
than the old proverbial mul·
The fair was sponsor ed by
berry bush for about 9,000· the Tribune Co., Tampa P ub· children this.week.
lic Libraries, Hillsborough
The youngster s saw puppets County Boa rd of Public In:
dance and sing, handled and struction, County Council of
looked at 4,000 books, ac- PTA, USF and the University
cidentally dropped their quart- of Tampa.
ers and their programs from
the second floor ba lcony onto
the heads of those USF souls
who defied the gods and attempted to utilize the Educational Resour ce Library.,
The Fourth Ann_ual Tampa
Book F air ,closed this week- . The fourth nationwide t urnend with a bang and -a few ing in of draft cards has been
whimpers, too.
set for Thursday by The Re,THOSE EDUCATORS who sist.ance, th e coordinating
were able to shout above the group.
enthusiasm of the children,
The firs t three, in which
hailed the fair as a tremen- over 3,000 young men redous success . One elementary turned t heir draft cards to
school teacher said, " This federal authorities, took place
probably is t he only opportu- . on October 16 and December
nity the children in my class 4, 1967 and April 3, 1968.
will have to visit a college
The draft ca rd turn-in will
campus. Ma ybe it will im- be observed in Tampa Thurspress som e of them. I wish we day in a .local demonstration
could have brought more."
, planned by the War Resisters
From 1800 to 2000 children League of Tampa. ,
from grades one t h'rough nine
Plans call for participants
passed tl)rough t~e circular , to gather at the front of the
stairways of the Education F ederal Buildiµg in downtown
Building each da y for six Tampa at 500 Zack Street at
days.
10 a.m. They will then enter
Some 20 a uthors and illus- t he draft board offices located
trators talked and performed on the ground floor and a ttempt to return their draft
cards to t he local authorities.
Many persons in agreement
with the turn-in have been invited to the · demonstration ,
whether they turn in their
dra ft cards or not.
Members of the Students for
a Democratic Society (SDS)
from F lorida P resbyferia n
College and Florida State Univers ity are expected to attend. . Also students at New
College ar e planning to participate.
Romeo Rivard, editor of the
F lorida Free Press and exeditor of the Florida Atlantic
·n ewspaper, will speak at the
t urn-in. Dem onstrations are
also planned for Miami 'and
MINI COE D
Atlanta.
The demonstration is re. . . checks books

ing office of the College of
Business will be. advising lower level st udents from 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m. every day in BUS
412.
Please ha ve a tentative
s chedule m ade . out when you
come up. Worksheets may be
otitained in the same office.

SS Draft Card Burning
Thursday Downtown

.·vs~t

STANWOOD COBB
. ; . Baha'i authority
butions to Civilization. "
In his lectures on the Baha'i
faith, Cobb r elates inter.estiQg
incidents connected with his
spiritual c o n t a c t s with
'Abdu'I-Baha, world leader
a nd expounder of t he F aith.
Cobb will also speak at the
.T ampa P ublic Li'bra ry Thursilay at 8 p.m .

much of his time trying to improve the race prob)em in
.Gainesville.
He is c urrent1y charged
with first degree arson, and
possession of a firebomb.
It is reported that Aldrich
will go to jail before he discloses the reporter who was
able to get the exclusive interview with Dawkins.
In about a dozen states, a
newsman's sour ces a re protected by "shields" laws,
whereby the newspaper does
not have to answer in court
for i n c i d e n t s like t he
Dawkins ' interview.

portedly supporte<t by the
Americans for Democra tic
Action a nd various other
peace a nd labor movements.
Steve Caravello, the propri.etor of a small " head shop "
on Nebraska Avenue, who is
acting as liaison b etween the
. organizers anj:} participants,
said that t he turn-in would be
"completely n o n-v i o l e n t
. . . they are only showing
their dissatisfaction with the
war situation and the draft."

McCarthy Votes
Written Off
Supporter s of Senator Eugene J. McCarthy who feel
it's all futile, may be right.
McCarthy and a ctor Paul
Newman headed the New
Party ticket in the presidential election, But the trouble
t hat the candidate's suppor ters went to in writing in all
the names required to make
t heir write-in v1llid may have
been in vain in Hillsborough
County.
At the County Courthouse,
where the votes were being
tabulated by the County Election Board under chairman
J oseph Nyberg, some McCarthy · votes were being thrown
out and left uncounted.
When the Board was reminded that the senator was a
valid candidate and his votes
should be recorded, the matt er was laughed off as " ridiculous."

Fire Drills: Tram piing Tips Set ·
Fire drills can be fun! Especially after 2 a.m. If you
are caught in one of these messy drills, the National Association for the Prevention Against Trampling Coeds
During Fire Drills at State Universities recommends the
following set of rules which must be adhered to at all fire
· drills in this University.
1 - Grab: A. One towel (it must !b e your own towel.
Anyone carrying a towel from our campus la undry service will be made to return to her room and exchange it
for a wash cloth.)
B. One pair of clean (we must ins ist on this for obvious reasons) underwear. This is a must, for your officials foresee the possibility of a panti-raid along with the
fire.
2 - Wear: A. Plastic loafers (no tassels allowed). In
case of athlete's foot you may wear rubber thongs. ·

J

B. One Government-Approved Fire-Drill hat. You may
purchase yours at the USF bookstore. Your GovernmentApproved Fire-Drill hat may be used the complete academic year , except in the case of a real fire, at which
time the Government-Approved F ire-Drill hat will melt
and you will be required to pur chase another one.
3 - If your last name begins with any letter from A to
M. you are to march, single file, slowly, but without
hesitation, out the WEST doors and down into the dormi'tory basement where first-aid emergency treatments, if
needed, ,vil! be available from our own Red-Cross approved, on-campus nurse.
4 - If your last ·name begins with any letter from O to
Z, you will march in the same style out the EAST doors
and up the stairs to the dormitory roof, where Yoga "suffocation prevention" exercises will be directed by the
Athletic Cha irman.

,I
l

5 - If your last nam e begins with a N, you are required to wear a see-through (for obvious reasons again)
plastic raincoat, rubber boots, and, of course, a Government-Approved F ire-Drill hat, and remain on the floor to
serve as proctor. Any N individual who fails to serve as
proctor in such a n emergency will be placed inside a
dormitory trash can and r olled down the stairs into a
flaming lobby by the Resident Social . Chairman. This is
not to be r egarded as a punishment, only as a r eminder.
As you may already know, when you are not in on
time, the RA's must check ever y floor in an attempt to
find you. If after one hour you still haven't been found,
your parents, the Police Dept., the Highway Patrol, all
hospitals, and local bars are contacted.
The RA is responsible to follow t his procedure even
under critical circumstances, so, plea se, let's be considerate and on time for all fires.

,

THE ORACL~

Wallace Returns To Class Friday
that he had been denied due
process, and suspended without the regular disciplinary
procedures.
Wallace also questioned the
techniques of the -Health Cen- .
ter, claiming " . • • an a ttempt was made to coerce me
into stating that I was under
the 1"nfluence of drugs .•."
-- And " . .• I was subjecno an
evangelical lecture by one of
the nurses."

With much counseling and a
clearing up of a claimed misunderstanding, -Paul Wallace
was · cleared to return to ·
classes last Friday.

Wallace, overcome by propane gas at his trailer home,
.
was brought mto the Health
Center early last week Exhibiting what was termed "bizarre behavior," Wallace was
told by Charles H. Wildy,
WILDY AND WUNDERdean of men, that he would LICH claimed they were actneed to seek the services of · ing ~n the best interest of the
the Develpmental Center or a school and Wallace, and had
professional counselor before made their decision on the
basis of Dr. Robert L. Egolf's
returning to classes.
r eport, Director of the Student
Wallace refused, claiming Hea lth Center. They claimed
the services offered .by the the matter was "medical, not
Center were available ?-n a disciplinary."
volunteer basis. ·
"How would you go about
He was finally_ cleared, it," asked Wunderlich. " We're
without having to comply to caused to evaluate you, and a
the conditions first set by little leverage for compliance
Wildy; after authorities as- was necessary."
sured both ~Wildy and Dean
Wallace claimed that Dr.
Wunderlich th_a t pr opane gas
1
poisoning could have caused E g o 1 t ' s recommendation
the "bizarre behavior" exhib- passed an unqualified judgment on Wallace's mental
- ited by Wallace. state.
Wallace claimed that for a
'
In -the , protest made by the
week he was uns¥re of his
status as a student, and that Student- Government, the
his loss of status implied by , group agreed that Wallace
Wildy was a disciplinary ac- should be given the right to a
· disciplinary · hearing before
tion.
his suspension ..
BOTH Wll.DY and Wunderlich claimed that the formal
WILDY SAID· THIS was-the .
procedures for suspending first time there has\ b'een any
Wallace had not been in oper- questioning of the procedur e
ation. Wallace was going to used in these cases. "Our co,nclass all week with Wildy's cern over a student's welfare
knowledge. This was Wall~- has been blown way out of
ce's main reason for claiming proportion."
,
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5-ANDAL SHOP~
1

:

•

.

306 N. DALE' MA.BRY ,
.
.
UNUSUAL LEATHER ITEMS,
SANDALS-BAGS-ll,ELTS AND THINGS

.

BUD'S SPORT
CAR CLINIC
10% OFF ON PARTS
TO USF STUDENTS

T h e q~estion remained
whether people in similar
cases in the. future would be
guaranteed due process. Scott
Barnett said "you used the
correct procedure but sloppiness ·caused much misunderstanding."

'Exceptiona I'
Membership

....

It's 'The Going Thing'

_Going TJ,'ing-:
A Better Idea
By CONNIE HAIGLEY
Managing Editor

music they liked the sound of
and wanted to try· it out. But
they hadn't written any lyrics.
The Student Council for ExThis is not an advertise- Someone happened to · notice
ceptional Children will hold ment. It is a fact.
the ,war ranty on a tape reits membership drive Monday
Ford has a better idea and corder they were using and
through' Wednesday ,on the · it's called The Going Thing. said, "Hey, just try using
second floor of the Education
,
- THE GOING THING is that these words."
Building (EDU).
So they did. Sound kooky?
hot young group you have all
Students majoring in .any of seen on telelvision commer- Sure it is, but their song,
the fields of exceptionality, cials .and they are . selling a,s "Warranty Rock" is a s mash.
such as mental retardation, fast as the cars they sing Another scing they did has only
the words Barn Ba Ba Barn
speech :pathology, emotional- about.
These 12 people turned on Ba Ba. But it illustrates the
ly handicapped, potentially
handicapped, as well as all in- the newspap·er and yearbook groups talent and versatility
terested psychology and edu- editors from schools across and is really tremendous.
cation majors ·are invited_ to - the nation at an Associated
BUT THE SOUND is only
Collegiate P ress Conference. one of The Going Thing's asjoin.
in New York last week.
sets. They «:fance and joke like
But that isn't the limit of professionals.
the group's appeal. It was all
The kids were put together
,
· ··
.
· we, could do to keep our pub- in Los Angeles by Ford and •,
lisher, Dr. A. M . Sanderson, have been filming commeroff the tables as he shouted, cials since June. In December
"More, More".- Over 4,000 they hope to cut their first
people attended · the 1uncheon recor d.
and gave the group a standing
The Going Thing comes well
·
·f
· ovation for · about 15 minutes.
recommended. On_e girl ·came
Students _of the College of · Unfortunately the group had from Brazil '66. Another is a
Education interested in join- not prepared an encore so the concert pianist. One guy just
ing the Student Florida Edu- students mobbed the ; Ford finished The Smothers' Broth-cation Association (SFEA) people _instead, trying to get ers Show. Most of the others
are college students with ma-and . the I National Education the group to their schools.
jors in music.
IF
YOU
STAND
out
in
the
Association m ay pick up ap_plications from Mrs. Candy hall and · listen to the group
ORACLE
ADVERTISING
you might . think · it's - the Editor, Pat Hill has been talkSasserinEDU112. ·
Information about the orga- Mama 's and Papa's or the ing to the singers and working
nizations can be obtained · Everly Brothers or J ohn, Paul, to get them to appear at USF
from Dr. Roy Mumme, USF George, etc. depending on when they start' their college
what number they are doing. tour later this year. We hap. ~p~t~l6t.~iser • for SFEA, in
Their . own numbers a re re- pen to think it will be the best
freshiµgly original and excit- group USF has ever had.
ing. One time, a couple of the
It r eally is The Going
guys had m ade . up s_ome Thing.

Drive Monday

St'udent' FEA
A-ppl·1cat·10ns

Nov. 13, 196_8, U. of ~outh ~orida-3_ :,

Peace Corps Fills·
Hope Of ·Milli9ns
By RICARDO PLANAS
Correspondent ·

states who have made this
program a reality.

Help people develop themselves is the main idea of the
Peace Corps Schoo1' Partnership Pr ogram. Through this
program, many Ameri,cans
can help fulfill . the dream of
millions of children all over
the world; that Qf getting an
education in order to make
something of themselves.
The Peace Corps School
P artnership Program is a
major international self-held
effort that has touched the
lives of thousands of young
people in Africa, Asia, Latin ·
Amer i ca and the U.S.
Through it, 695 schools ·have
been built in 41 nations in only
4 years.

In the School Partnership
Program, U.S., men and
women visit high schools in
their communities, and·, with
the assistance and cooperation of the schools' principals
and teachers explain the program to students.
Students are told that if
they can raise $1000 · through
organized dances, car washes,
bake sales, baby-sitting, and
other activities a school can
be built in a needy·area overseas.

DURING TlllS shcirt period
of time, the fruit of all those
who have worked for others
can already be seen. These
people are not only Peace
Corps Volunteers working
abroad but includes men,
women, and children in the

the assistance of a Peace·
Corps Volunteer serving in
. the area.
_.::;:
The objectives of the pro- ..
grain are threefold : 1) To . ,
spur the construction .of thou- '.:
sands pf school{i in towns and , :
villages in order to propagate ·
education around the -world. ,u
2) To organize the process of '
community development and
3) To promote cultural exchanges.
In building a schaol for a /
community, committees must, ·
be· organized to draw plans. '.'
Money· must lie raised to_::_
cover part of the building ex-· ·
pense, voluntary lalior must ..
be organized, or the whole vii~ 1' ·
!age or neighborhood must be
mobilized to particpate.
_
- At present, 1,017 America~. . _
·schools a n d organizations 1 •
have raised money for their . _
counterparts overseas.
·

DONATIONS will be given
to a community in one of the
Latin American countries if
that community can come up
~th $1000 in lab_o~ and 1;1aterial plus an add1t10n8;1 2;i per
cent ~f the construct10n cost.
Land JS purchased or donated
and the host govern!Ilent
agrees to provide teachers.
THE USF- WORLD Affairs ..:
The School Partnership funds Council is making a special -:;
go for the material used in call to all students who wish
building floors , walls, and · to participate in publicizing ,-;:
roofs. The entire project is this program t-0 high s~hoolS.}I
planned and· carried out with in Hillsborough· County.
, r\

Ready . No·w· :
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Dr, Wµlard F. Lib by, Nobel seminar will be led by Dr.
Prize Winner in Chemistry; Libby and moderated by Dean
opens dedication ceremonies Theodore A. Ashford. This
Friday, · Nov. 15 for USF 's will be primarily for persons
three new Liberal Arts build- wi~h a special interest in
ings.
science, ·
At 2 p.m. in the Theater AuA dedicatfon banquet, open
ditorium Dr. Libby will deliv- to the public at $3 per person,
er the op~ning address enti- will take place at 6 p.m. in the
tled "Man's "Place in the Andros dining hall and at 8:30
Physical Universe." T h e p.m . visitors may attend the
speech is open to_the public. play "School for Scandal" in
_Fr om 3 :30 to 5 fun. a semin- the USF .theater or examine
ar on the possibility of life on South Florida's new 26-inch
other planets will be held in reflecting telescope in the Obthe Physics Auditorium. The servatory.
'
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SEN_IORS. .• • FED UP WITH BEING HAUNTED?

\.

trouser _offer ,
Our regular wash a·nd
wear pefmcinent press
trousers from regular stock
normally priced at
$8.95, . $.l0.0.0
and
$10.95

#_ •

-

••

$7.00

I

' alterations free
USF st.udents only please show ID card.
·Three Days On,ly
Thurs. - ·Fri. - Sat.

.

Your USF ID card is oll you need to
o pen ·a student charge account at
Kirby's.

/ "it must
fit right
to merit

Open Mon.
and Fri.
,6fil 9 P.M.

~LLBOOKs _

· t- '¥: -1<..-:\(.
~,¾.;\(.t.. '

'

- G ANy SELECTtONs {EXCEPT TEXT.~,
enera/
o1,
(Art, Coo'- E
SAVE FROM
Ch·t_; I{", tc)
3 0 % _ 80%
, "'•n's ·Books
~
aperbacks
ON OVER
(o,.,er 7,OOo T't' . l OOo SPECIAL
1 ,es)
SALE BOol(s
FOR CHRISTMAS

a

Kirby's labe l"

'
Gl
'

]l

All MDSl.,
MANY SELECTl~NS
Christmas Cares
USF Clothing
Pers~nal 1te111s
and Others

Two Stores

1707 S. Dale Mabry and Northgate

-iI
J
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JERRY STERNSTEIN

Nixon Faces
Economic
Dilemmas

E>~CLE

- ~~
PA~E 4 -Nov. 13, 1968, u: -.of South Florida

EDITOR.IA.LS AND COMMENTARY

Well, as the public r elations
men have been saying for the last
, half-y ear "Nixon's The One,"· and
barely at that.
.
The Unit e d
States last week
was faced with
the possibility of a
.c atastrophic outcome in the elect ion . for P resident,
the result almost
sent the decision
of who was to be
our 37th P resident
into the House of
Representatives.
If that had OC·
currea the House ·w ould have had
to follow its archaic system of selecting a . P resident and their decision could have been.disastrous.

VSf. Should Join. The NSA
considering the feasibility ot' joining the NSA_.
The NSA has taken stands opposing the war in Vietnam, t he
draft, favoring il.ower voting ages
and supporting black power. However, member schools are not
bound to support NSA · stands if Jhey ~on't want to.

Thfs quarter or next a referendum will be held asking the student body . whether it wants the
USF student government to join
the National Student Association

(NSA),-'

.

U'he overwhelming vote in favor
of affiliating with the organization
at the· last Student Association
(SA) meeting would at least indicate that a majority of student legislators are disposed to do so.

' THE MOST interesting_
ONE OF
aspects of the NSA is that · it ha_s
just organized a professional lobby
for students·' interests in Congress.

The national orga,nization the
SA is currently a member of, the
~outhern University· Student Government' Association (SUSGA), has
p..roved itself,' · in F ; ank Winkles'
~ords, " ineffective" and "nothing
inor~ than an opportunity for student government conventions.''

·; NUMEROUS. - USF legislators
~elt SU~GA ineffe ctiye also because it :·t akes no -stand·s on major
~ suesf qt '.-ii:nportance , 1:() students.
Some ' ·of -' l'isA's· stands were '
tausing diffic~tfes · a: few weeks.
" go when- an SA committee was

i

We think it's time for the SA to .
become part of a group that is active, responsive to student opinion
and working · hard to ·disseminate
that opinion.
It is appropriate that, as the SA
itself becomes more active, it,
should seek to affiliate with a vital
national organization.

THEREFORE, we endorse the
action of the SA in recommending
USF join the NSA and urge students to vote "Yes" in the referendum.

CHANGE ELECTORAL
COLLEGE
, When P resident-elect Nixon ent~rs th~ White House in January his
f~rst piece of recommended legislation should outline a change irr the .
old, outworn Electoral College ~ystem. One guess ).s however, that
that legislation will be slow in com- ·
ing from
Nixon administration;

RAY ZOGORSKI

··SA Donut · Holes
.

,·

a

I

·cotterman, 2, Joel-Boney;,2, Paul -Roe,
Thanks to, I hope, tlte efforts of this
3, and Stan Musial, 2. .
column last week, the Studeqt Govern1s1 .a
It should also be noted that Cindy
ment voted last Thursday night to re·
_very vehemently objected to her name
scind an admittedly sloppy gun coritrol
being left off the committee to draft a .
, USF residence halls m11,y soon
WE THINK' such limitations are
bil_l. ·
new Student Bill of Rights, claiming
Th~ ·Bill was sponsored by Cindy
t,e on par with hospitals and penal ,,- a little ~illy. Open House isn'·t ·even
females, who in her words "have
: i,nstitutions, Tliere will be "visita- .. tha,t:restricti".7~• _.
.
Blumenfield, which brings .me to anv op. ~ours."
_. ,
·. ,: ,·_ ·
And limi-tations.-will ,br_ipg _in9re
ot)ler toP,iC of current interest - im- , ~ rig9ts also,'' were not represented. '
, Cindyis familiarity with her position
1· One brJght day,. men_
pe·able prqblems: . What ·happens if -somepeachment of Student Governinent .offiin the Student Government is not quite
,
.
cers. •
Ciridy;s ill-prepared bill has not
{o_' walk intQ a wom'en's.-dorm and , one wants to come in that isn't.in: ,
certain, _even to her. During the meet·made .her popu\ar with Pr.ople envious
women into a _inen's dorm (at spec-·, vlted? .And ,what about tli~ . poor
il1g of the External Affairs Committee ·
}tted _tim'.es, of course). · ' -. . . . kids
jusf don't get asked? . of her, prestigious Senate seat. Cindy
(this wa~ the day. all_the sorority girls
came in) she sat through two-thirds of
, !; Whoopee.
Anyway, it will be a while yet behas .missed two of the four legislative
the meeting before realizing she was a
.,. IT'S ABOUT time. Some . Ivy fore · " visitations" begin. The -r esimeetings this year and was late to one
·
other. ·
member. of the Committee. And her
Le_;:i.gue inst~tutions (we shudder 13-t - denc!;!' li~lls ·must·formulat~ _guidecontribut[on, along with that of a lot of .
the word) have b.e en having fulllines and · then resident students
Members of th e Campus Coalition
the other tag•a•long legislators has
have promised to take action "whenevbeen somewhat.meager.
+,,:me
•~ . "open .house" for several - will vote on them.
er grounds for impeachment are availADMINISTRATION BACKS DOWN
'BUTJT is cme, progressjve ·step . able."' This is two unexcused absences.
-hiats'riow. .. : '.. ' .... ·. . . . . . '
And for whaf many have tetmed a
And ft.om IJOW on, anybody leaving the_
~: We .realize Jt. wiU:·tak~ time for .· . badly 'needed. 'We dor?,'t think'i:t will
dear "backdown of the •· administratTSF. ,to catch up completely; . h\lt .· cause p r oblems. Iri. ;fact 'it . may
meeting early will be unexcused.
.
tion" will make for very interesting
"tJ;\~-planned visi,t ation program is ·cl; ·solve . some,. such a s · the · ever-·
ABSENTEES
reading (see Page 1).
f tepJn the right direction.
_·
· present threat of panty raids.
· · Others with more than· one :absence
Paul Wallace, , Campus Coalition
supported .representative, proved that
1i;RaY King, director . of· housing,.
(Maybe-t he gir1s 1wili decide they · · are : Ginger Brown, 3,'Steve Griffith, 2,
wi_th const_ant working . in . the • prop•
.visitati~n~ yvill..~~cur, by., ".in~ lilced i\)~.J~~-~ 0~_}?,ld
~-~~~:n }:~ylor, 2, _K~ren Walker, 2, Bob
VJt_flfion only" · arid residents.. will ~11 i~~,ih~ff .Y/ Plen trym& ,,
¾:;-,..i-, , .-;;:; •
"' ; i _. ~- :,.~, . f."" ..
ha-Ve ,t o m eet guests at the door m.J 1 ·-: • ·
·
i - · .. •
~ r escort_them to the~r r o~ms.
..
Oh wen t t a~'s progress.
. '

Happy, 'V. ·t ,·,on ' Ahead
will

who
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i;: The slow, cautious caterpilier ,
~i~ finally fouqd its way 'out' of the .
cocoon. Now the blltterfly emergfh re~lizing its o~ pow¢r and 1
yna_fraid to try anythmg. ·,
~- So goes the SA.- In. other .wqrds, ;
\t·''growed up." · •.
,.
'{?The SA acti~n last. Th~rsday on
· the arrest and publicity surround- ·
ingthe arrest-on drug charges of 20
y oung_people in Tampa (none ·USF
~tudents) is -a dra matic example of
the. new vitality of the SA. .
;~ _THE L~GISI,4TUR~ unaninJ.pusly appro_v ed a resolutiop, sent
fo ·,1ocal law enforcement agencies
anct,,news m edia, saying it was of
the opinion "that the young' people
s,e ized , in the .. ;marijuana' raids on
Nov. 7, 1968, were dealt with · un- ·
fa.t~ly aqd irresponsibly."
/
Anyone who · h as · followed the
~ase during the past few days can
s~e · what t he SA was enraged ·
a.~out.
-.
f' NEWS COVERAGE in The
::···
~
~
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. During, the E isenhower years
there was three recessions, inflatiot1 h_it a peak and the jobless rate
hovered around six per cent.
'

. ,

•

;

•

Tampa Times ·has been sensational
First of A .Series
at best, ' pqs&1bly' deopardizing , the
r ight of the people involved: to a ·
Pick up the catalog or student hand· 1 ·
. fair a nd impartialtrial.
book sometime and,,glahce through them.
And ithe insulting action of the
USF · is consistently referred ·to as an
academi·c commwiity or a community of
police department in "providing"
scholars.
•
shaves aqd h aircuts· to some pf the
'
J
seldom
see
these "scholars" in this
youths is onfy ,one example·, 6f the
"community."
The
reason is, of course,
indignities in~lict ed. · · __ · : · ·- , ·
· that this is not a community, but rather :
' '.The , SA; concer J;Ied for . the, a.corporation.
rights •of.the youths, not with'. their ·
E~en Pres. Alien adinHs it. A few
guilt or. innocence, passed' its' reso:- weeks ago in his state of the ·university
lution, with little optimism as,·to its· · address, he referred to USF as the
F!ltM with the second largest payroll in
h aving any significant effect, ' 'the county. Communities are not firms.
HOWEVER, the resolution has
. j' .
A GOMMUNiTY?
b een widely broadcast
the
Community
or corporation? Since· the
n ews media (such as on the 11 ·
p .in. news) and is certain to· elidt ~ adminifitration can't seem ,to decide, it
becomeI; even more necessary for us, as
much response, if only verbal.
students) ,to make' our own evalu'ations.
The SA is 'm aking itself heard in
A year ago I was certain that USF
other m atters, too. ~so .\a.t the was inaeed a community of scholars. But
Thursday meeting, it passed a res- after a year's exposure to the Universiolution condemning the adminis- ty and much research into its structure,
tration for pr ohibiting a student I fourid' it-to be a corporatiori.
from attending class until he h a d
Consider the following structural
analogy
and its elaboration in weeks to
visited the Developmental Center
come.
and gotten a " clean bill of mental
Theoretically, corporate-power is held
healtµ. '' - .·
bythe stockholders. Theoretically. But
The student had suffered some
like stockho.)ders, the taxpayers of F'lorimental· confusion following ac;ci-

'vra

dental inhalation of propane gas
from his gas h eater and had been
suspended from classes.

FRIDAY, after a meeting with

ACP ALL-,\.l\1ERICAN 1967, 1968
ANPA PACEMAKER AWARD 1967

Circulation Rates

.

G:·R
· IF:F1
·' ·,
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USF:· A Corporation

•

;:.::. -: th_e ·fvleta_
mprpho'sis :Of -The SA
' •l,

·co u·G

er • channels leverage, you can eventuThe basic r e ason for this specually put a crack in the walls of the Adlation -being N°fx:on's campaign
ministration Building.
statements, or lack of them and
The result ,vas some serious and
the very manner. in which he asconstructive re-evaluation by the highcended to the pre$idency.
er ups.
HUNGRY COALITION .
Whatever the disposition of the
The Campus Coalition has already
man in the White House it is im broken one minor campaign· promise.
perative that before the. 1972 elecThey took a stand against the amount
tion the E lectoral College ·be reof money being. spent to ·"wine and
structured · to make it mor e repredine" SA officials. Coffee and donuts
s entativ.e of , the national popular
were served at the meeting last Thursvote or should be completely elimi-.
day night, and plenty of Coalition peonated a nd our President elected by
ple were seen helping themselves.
total popular vote.
Doug Griffin managed to hold out.·
And after an hour of debate, the
Now that the virtues and vices
Legislature has, accomplished nothing. /
qf
our election system have been
In deciding who would sit with the
aired let us turn our attention td
body as ex-officio members, · they
wound up keeping the status quo, Dean · another problem the new adminisl
tration will face.
•
Wunderlich as a non-voting adviser.
Originally they planned to make Rob• ,
ert Stevenson ·one also. Then ensued
ECONOMIC PROBLEMS
•
• j
the debate over the role ·of' nonThis
concerns
Nixon's
ability
to
students. in .·student government. See
control the United States' . bur1
story.
·
. ~eoniryg; economy. Traditionally:
,::1,(
- ... '.
' ,,,Republicans haV£ been .less than
conservative in their 'fiscaJ responJ
sibility in the years in which they.
controlled the White House.
;

_members of the SA, the a atninistration "reconsidered" and the student received a letter saying he
could r eturn to class.
-Just l'ecently, too, the SA ·Finance Committee began work on
reviewing how student activities
fees will b e, spent. The revisions to
the Boar d of Regent~ Manua l will
make it possible for the SA to control . almost 10 times as much
m oney as previously.
And the SA has dumped the Student Bill of Rights after its emasculation by P r es. Allen. Work will
begin on the drafting of a n ew bill.

THE SA IS really going great
guns now. The legislators ar e producing.
Hopefully, the student body will
be inspired by its government, tha,t
now see~s able to do many things,
support 1t and b ecome more active
itself, in student life and problem s .

.

Jnfla-tion
... Ug·h!
Inflation is hittjng USF where it hurts
the most - in the pocketbook and (ugh)
in the stomach.
Students have been scraping up that
~xtra 2 cents for coffee all quarter now;
and with the advent of winter (well, almost) are discovering that hot chocolate
has been · upped to 15 cents. That's a 50
per cent increase.
And_. if you happen to like your coke
(pepsi, sorry) flavored, ·that costs a nick•
el now. That's a 100 per cent increase
over the old price of ." free."
Staff members will soon be subjected
to new prices, too. As of Nov. 15, coffee
in . staff lounges will be 10 cents, plus 1
cent tax.
Sunscreen, the staff newsletter, says
members of the staff are asked not to
bring over.size cups but ,to use the cups ·
provided in the lounges.
Heavens! Guess all those Granny
mugs will have to go back on the
mantelpiece or den ·shelf now.

mined by the power hierarchy. These ·
These are some of _the ver:Y,
implementors are administrative funcs ame ·p r oblems that Nixon will
merely buy their stock (pay taxes) and tionaries 3:nd the faculty.
accept their dividends ,{college-trained
have to remedy . And he must solve
MONKEY WRENCH
manpower) .
·
·
them with· a more effective pro;
Most faculty members will, of course, gram than did the Eisenhower ad.I
POWER CLIQUE
deny this. But what happens when a· pro.
The real authority for important de- fessor teaches in an unconventional man- mjn,jstra t ion.
cisions . rests with a relatively autono• ner or expounds unpopular ideas? In
Nixon must hold down the econnious power clique · comparable to the other words, what happens when he re- omy 's inflationary trend and this
board of directors of any large corpora- fuses to stay within the corporate bound• cannot' be done by his advocacy of
tion - The Board of Regents.
aries designed to channel students into
the repeal of the 10 per cent t ax
The Board of Regents sets the funda- the existing societal structure?
surcharge.
He is r egarded as a threat and must
mental policies under which the state
universities .are managed. It ,_does this
be dealt with lest he become the proverThe.outflow of U.S. dollars must
arbjtrarily and undemocratically with
bial monkey. wrench tossed into the mabe requced arid this,-. will not be
little tnihrent.~ exerted by ·persons within chinery.- Witness the Goldstein incident done if Nixon goes ahead with his
or without the -campus structures.
last fall. ~
·
proposal to encourage capital :inAll of _this leaves you and me., the stu- vestment ·abroad by -removing cor- Belo,vYtije Board of Regents . on the
·ladder of ·authority is •the University dents, at· the bottom. we are the prodpresident Within the guidelines set by I ricts developed by the university and sold porate tax barriers.
the Regents he is free to1make decisions
to t he highest bidder on the corporate or · Anothe~ econ~inic· sor~ sp0t for
immediately influencing the operation of - gov(;!rnmental market. We are nothing Nixon will be ".the· United States
his campus. The president then holds a·· more, noth'ing less.
budget which he , indirectly h as
position equivalent · to the department
• Next week I will expand upon the stusaid is too large. ·
:/
head or plant manager of a corP,Qration. · . denjs. posj~ion in the USF corporation,·
However, already there are ·in· The deans act as sub - dep~rtm'ent
rela,te it with · the faculty's position and
heads. They are responsrble for the . explain how the entire University fits
dications t hat Nixon plans _a bud, direction of the immediate a·gents· for the , into a-concept I call tpe C_orporate Uniget to exceed $200 billion, o;ver $60
-implementation of the programs . ·deterversity.
bill~on gr eater . than the pres ent
budget:·
da hav~ v~ry little voice in the manner

fa · which this corppration is ru~. They

,

ACLU Revives
Award Lunc.heon
The Tampa Chapter of the
American C i v i 1 Liber ties
Union, (ACLU), .will hold .
luncheon at the Hillsboro·
Hotel at noon, Dec. 7, to reenliven the annual Shoemaker
Memorial, discontinued with
the outbreak of World War II.
The Memorial was originally held in comm~morat\on of
a tar and fe·a thering held in
Tampa in 1935. Joseph Shoe•
maker, Eugene Poulnot, and
Sam Rogers were arrested in
a private home as they were
having a political meeting,
taken to the police station,
booked and released. Upon release, they -'were picked up
and driven to an area near
Brandon. Shoemaker, Poulnot,

a

1

J

and Rogers were flogged,
tarred and feathered. Shoe·maker died. , · · ·
·
In addihon t~ the resump•
tion of the Memorial, the
Chapter will establish an annual citation, the Shoemaker
·Memorial Award, to be given
to a citizen who has contributed to the . cause of civil
liber;ties. ,
The cost of the luncheon,
which will be held in conjunction with the meeting of the
State board of directors of the
Florida Civil• Liberties Union,
(FCLU), is $2.25. Reservations must be made by check
to Dr. John Lawrence, Department of Zoology.

Most of this added money can
be· expected to go t owards the military to boost- Nixon's promise ' to
"keep America .ever powerful." '

INFLATION
A top Nixon adviser on e~onomic matters and a man expected to
play an important r ole in deter~
mining. Nixon's economic policies,
Dr. Arthur Burns, said t he other
day inflation will be the Nixon administrat ion's m ain problem.
He hopes Nixon w ill seek wage
curbs and str ict enforcement of
a nti-trust laws along witli small
annual t ax reductions.
As Nixon prepares to enter ~he
White House his economic priobJems · are alr eady formidable .
Nixon cannot play the typical role
of the Republican President and
befriend only the giants of big business. If he is t o steady the American econom y he m ust seek ·a nswers for unemployment especially among the m inorities and h e
must consider all his actions with
r egard t o, the effect they could
have on the small businessman
a nd the consumer.

1 -
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Garbage Wage Hikes: Do They Smell?
In •America one force always has many others by the
hair.
On the level of political economies one can always watch
the dollar dog-chained around
• the price spales by the union
goliaths.
And as amusing as it · may
sound, another group is nudging its way into the demand
proportions .of the Teamsters,
Steelworkers,
Autoworkers
and the like . .
It is the nation's garbagemen, and , their hands are
tightly grabbing the taxpayer's money wads.
THE ~EMANDS put forth

by the garbage workers
across the country have occasionally exceeded even the
most idealistic of reasoning.
The September A t l a n t a
strike offers what is probably
the clearest picture of the
trend and sentiment. "Like
Joshua fought the battle of
Jericho, we're going to fi"ght
the battle of Atlanta," dee 1 a r e d Southern Christian
Leadership Conference offic~r
Hosea Williams.
AND THEY fought it. Not
quite like Joshua, though.
The SCLC and the AFL-C.rO
worked together to bring into
the labor issue a race issue:

The average wage in Atlanta is $2.33.
That would put the minimum pay for garbagemen
above the average pay for
clerical and skilled maintenance workers in the nation.
By JOHN THOMPSON

They' did, and slapped a $2.50
minimum wage ultimatum on
the city.

IT WOULD also push the
garbagemen's bottom pay
well over the average pay for
wholesale and retail trade
employees.

What is doubly shaking is

that the basic pay for garbage
and trash collectors, drivers,
crew chiefs and ward clerks
sometimes surpasses that for
jobs requiring a college degree.
Some Chicago section foremen and ward clerks receive
more pay than the national
average for nearly half of the
occupations in the top fifty
pay bracket. These jobs have
an average median of sixteen
completed school years.
For the tons of garbage that
piles up as a result of strikes,
one begins to wonder if it's
worth the smell. ,

OUR READERS WRITE

Wage Comparisons
WITH DEGREE

Meteorologist
Oceanographer
Astronomer
Anthropologist
Social wor'ker
News reporter
Economist
Chemistry professor

AVERAGE ANWAGE NUAL

$6,650

, ,,so
6 ,650

S,600
S,000
S,850
6,000

8,050
8,100

Natural scientists

Top 100 metropolitan a reas,
office & ski lled
maintenance

Atlanta overa ll average
Chicago overall average
Tampa-SI. Petersburg

overa ll avera~e * *

2.41 5,017
2.33 4,846
3.15 6,552
2.02 4,202

CITY SANITATION
Chicago collectors
Chicago foremen
Chicago ward clerks

3.75 7,800
8,145
min ,,024

Atlanta collectors' demand

max.

8,892

2.so

m in s,200
2.92 max. 6,074

St. Petersburg demand
crew chiefs
3.25 min. 6,760

Black And White
Course At Iowa

Cushing Letter Hurt Student Cause
EDITOR:
In response to the letter of
Mr. Cushing that appeared in
the Oct. 16 issue of The Oracle I would like to say the following.
Mr. Cushing, I feel that the
student body at USF owes you
quite a bit, At a time when
students are trying to prove
their maturity so they can be
delegated more authority in
the functioning qf the University; when an understanding
between administration, faculty and students is so impor- ,

· Scholarship Awarded
The $1,000 Fontana, Hall
Scholarship has been awarded
to,Carole Louise Perrault.
Miss Perrault transferred
this quarter from Seminole
Junior College in Sanford,
Florida where she graduated
Summa Cum Laude.

TONY'S
B,ARBER SHOP
AND

MASSAGE PARLOR

tant · when a student Coalition
is c~nducting a worthy crusade that will enhance the entire· University community, at
this crucial period your l~ter
appears.
, YOUR USE OF such descriptive words as crap,·
Yippie squat, faggots, fuzz
and the indirect lacbeling of
anyone that disagrees with
you as a Fascist demonstrates
beyond a doubt the maturity
the student body claims -to
have.
The student body at USF·
should rise in one great mass
and thank you. Yes, indeed.
We should thank you for hurting our just cause more than

any dirty old Fascist over
thirty sitting in his · ivory
tower could possibly have
dreamed of.
·
·
ONE FINAL NOTE. I appreciate your despising . The
Oracle for· wasting space
about our "t,rivial" plumbing
problem. It seems ,a . shame
tliat anyone would · ~ant to
bririg this problem to light.
However, if someone did not
bring this problem to • light,\
students might be forced to
such extreme measures as to
mak~ · walkways and buildings
the least desirable place to
conduct a demonstration.
RICHARD D. DAWSON
4ECN

Letters· To The Editor
Must Be Signed
The Oracle goofed.
' In the Oct. 30 edition, the Our Readers Write policy
was incorrectly explained.
The Oracle NEVER accepts unsigned letters for publication. They go directly into the wastebasket.
General policy dictates that names and identification
of all writers will be published with letters. However, in
very exceptional cases, letters may be published unsigned (but these letters, too, must be signed when submitted to The Oracle).
And, letters should be limited to 300 words or lesi;.

Topless Cover
Issue At UF
By Gayle McElroy

Florida Alligator

A bare-breasted blonde on
the cover of the Oct. 22 Alligator magazine supplement, The
Campus Thing, has caught the
fancy of newspaper headlines
across the state.
Headlines such as "UF
Paper Goes Topless," "Supplement 'Busts' Forth" and
"UF Cover Has Nude" have
played up Uie new magazine's
return of nudity to the campus, a subject "barely debated since the Pamme Brewer
scandal" a year ago last winter.
Miss Brewer left the student
body after her second nude
appearance in the "Charlaton," a magazine published in
Gainesville.

"Black and White in America : 1619-1968" will be a new
course offered at Iowa State
University during s p r i n g
quarter.
Dr. George" McJimsey, history, will teach the course
which is primarily concerned
with social attitudes,and relaDAVE DOUCETTE, managtionships from the Civil War ing editor of the Alligator,
to the present.
said the girl was a professionBecause Iowa State is a al model and not a student as
predominately white universi- in the case of the Pamme
ty, the aim of the course is to Brewer scandal.
make black relations relevant
"The administration still
to ISU students.
hasn't said anything," DouMcJimsey said that civil cette said, "and I personally
rights is currently and impor- doubt they will."
tant social topic and that its
"In reference to the blowup
history is important for full by the news media, I think it
understanding of today's prob- · is absurd, asinine and childish
lems.
to exaggerate something that

isn't really this big," said
Allen Pierleoni, editor of the
supplement.
By their exaggeration, the
state news, Associated Press
in particular, have shown·
journalistic
irresponsibility,
Pierleoni said Oct. 24.
HE SAID the AP misquoted
him saying, "This is The
Campus Thing and that's why
it was done."
"I never even talked to an
AP reporter" , Pierleoni said . .
He said the primary reason
for using the photo was be- '
cause it was an artistic photo
with form.

BLAZERS!
-\

EDITOR:
Dean Cooper r e c e n t l y
formed a Co-op student committee to discuss the beneficial aspects of the. Cooperative Education Program and
how th,ese could be combined
into a college-wide operation.

APPARENTLY the admin- bids students from having acistration is concerned about tual control over their enthe student and would like us vironment on campus.
all to become responsible
If Dean Cooper sincerely
adults. However, it is a bit wants the student to "grow
confusing that they continue up" the logical first step is to
the present policy which for- . have a more realistic adrnin-

istration which no longer feels
the need to protect us from an
actual student government or
such controversial groups as
SDS ..
ROBERT DORNEY
!CBS

.· ·student 10213 'Remembers'

Brown Letfer:
Articulation~-

Shed you_r inhibitions
with "The Going Thing"
from
BilllCurrie Ford

Oracle Rates
At Drexel U

HAIRSTYLES

4MMT

Davis Named
To Council ,
Dr. Jeff C. Davis, Jr., Associate Professor of Chemistry
at USF, has been elected to
serve a three-year term as a
member of the national Advisory Council on Colleg~ Chemistry.
Composed of thirty scientists prominent in the field of
chemical education, the Advisory Council is one of seven
college science commissions
whose work is s upported by
the National Science Foundation.

SDS Helps UF Resist
The Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) at the

;·~::i:.Fs~~; I

Faster absorbency. Longer protection. That's

draft evasion," according to ~
the school newspaper, The Al- ~
ligator.

the extra security you get with new Meds, the
.only tampon with this double-protection design: an outer layer of larger fibers t~at a~sorb
Instantly, plus an inner layer of tiny fibers
-that store more, longer.

C0mN In thlfll'lt 1ent11, fltxlbll plHtlc 1ppllcator.

~

Direct

'

Essentially, Dean Cooper's
plan would requir.e a student
to work for a period of time in lj:DITOR:
Alpha and Gamma during the classes when there were
an environment different than
classrooms in the UC?
I'm an alumnus of USF ''Great Flood ?"
USF. <A model · student would
,_,, The animal bike races?
working as a · social worker in
., The skunk in Argos?
experience a "cultural shockP · Hillsborough County. r was on
,,,- The only jet powered
which would shake his ideal- campus last Wednesday and
, = AN~ ' .. , _
,· ism; an~ brin~ his b~liefs into happened to pick up an issue skate board on campus? (Ask
MASSEUR AVAILABLE
Security)
·
perspect,1ve with reality.
, <if The Oracle.
15115 N. NEBRASKA
,_,, The first Security car,
Such an . adjustment would
The article "Try To ReACROSS. FROM
be more beneficial to ,the ,stu- member" by Philip Runnels the one which ran into the
PETER PAN REST
dent early in his college ca- caught my eye and I'd like to back of the car it was chasing
r eer rath'er than ·after gradua:- . report r remembered 21 ·out' of and received a ticket?
PH. 932-1059
tion.
. 21. It . really brought back
~ The UC . fire
in the EDITOR:
;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::'.::::::::::;- some very vivid memo.d es . .I
Ar.e the aims of SOS, seek\
With or Without Appointment
6 operators to serve ~ou
was a freshman during the \
ing radical changes in AmeriNewest Fall Look!
can societal structure, justifi·Haircut $1.50 Shampoo & Set $2.50. Big Blac~out, · which incidentally, I spent on Beta. 4'East
able? SDS likes democracy,
Frosting or Tipping including
(the Hi Ball champs)._
fre,e university and peace.
. Toner..$12.50
And 1fimilly, Ray Wilensky
Pe.-manent Waves $7.50 & up . · ,
Radical js defined as "one
never
belonged to ahy fraterPrices slightly higher by stylists .
who advocates fundamental
1 nity, especially the boys of V.
and drastic politica,l reforms
EDITOR:
-They, . tqo, _lived on Beta
or changes by direct and UNI'm a co-op student in Phila- COMPROMISING methods."
4-East and West.
by Margaret
FRANK GOLDSTEIN delphia · and happened to be A synonym for radical is fa.
All work supervised by Margaret
10213 reading the New York Times natical excessive zeal, extravwhen I ran across a picture . agant views leading to violent
Ph. 988-4526 . P .S. Remember .. .
and article about Oracle staff- action against those who have
TEMPLE TERRACE ·
·"" Skip ·· b_oar d s between ers. It's very impressive that
OTHER views.
our school paper should. be
Democracy strongly advomentioned in the Times.
cates "self-determination" •
Several brothers at the fra- let people, IN FULL FREJ<J·
ternity house here where I'm DOM, choose whatever forlJIS
staying near Drexel Tech of socfo-political system they
have read every copy ·of The desire.
Oracle that.I've been sent a nd
To paraphrase J. Ben
claim it's the best newspaper Brown, this IS an amazing arthey have seen published by a ticulation for anyone.
school.
CARO,L McCOY
NORMAL~ P. McCORD
3POL

SPECIALIZING IN
RAZOR CUTS
AND
HAIR _STYLING
'STEAM BATH

Factory

Fashion Fabrics
by Millikan-100%
Wool - Finest Quality
Available in 10 colors

More ·Power For Students
.

-

This week's topic was leaving the country to avoid the
draft, or "How I Learned to
Love The People and The
Country of Canada."

MtOS ANO MOOESS AAl TAAOEMAAKI

o, P,ftlONA~ PftOOUOtl ~OH

PAN~,

J

FOOD SERVICE
IS MORE THAN -A

NAME!
It's a way of life to the nearly 236 people who
spend their lives preparing delicious food for your
enioyment. NEXT TIME ·yOU EAT AT USF,
Remember the people who make it pos~ible • • •
they're good people _to get to know!

GOOD FOOD AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

FOOD SERVICE from MORRISON'S

NCAA Knocks
Brahmans
From Tourney

Best Season

'

Dr. Gil Hertz, coach of the South Florida cross
country team, is happy this season and for good
reason. His.squad posted its first winning season in
USF's brief intercollegiate career with a 5-2 mark.
He's disappointed the team wasn't able to finish
7-0 but key injuries again haunted the squad. Bart
Smith was stricken and is now undergoing treatment in Boston. Two other runners couldn't maintain the grueling pace and quit. That cut the team
to six men. Only one more than a meet requires in
scoring.
HERTZ' BIGGEST MOMENT was perhaps
South Florida's upset (though many think it wasn't )
win against the Florida State Seminoles, state defending ·c hamps.
FSU and Florida defeated t he Brahmans after
Smith left the ranks. Teammate Don Crank said he
thought USF would have dumped both teams if
Smith could have competed.
THE BRAHMANS travel to Wheaton, IlL, this
Friday to vie in Saturday's NCAA Cross Country
Championships. Hertz and his trekers are eyeing a
high finish and15 All-America spots are open to the
top contenders.
It · doesn't really matter whether the USF men
finish first or last. The trackmen recorded their finest campaign and University students are going to
remember that until next year's team, challenges it.

Runners Ready
USF's cross country squad is set to
compete in state meet which is scheduled for USF Nov. 23. Team members
are, front row, from left, Keith King,

'Big ·. Three' Rea,d y
For Championships

Graves Goofs
•j lights this past Sunday had a ·high rating. I under-.
, · stand all of southern Georgia watcheµ their Bull: dogs rip the:Gators 51-0.
~

•

I

RAY GRAVES SPOKE a classi-~ Sunday when

••. he uttered, "We need a win over Miami to clinch

USF's "big three" is set-to leave Fri-·
day morning for 'Wheaton, Ill., to compete in the NCAA Cross Country Championships Saturday.
·
.
Del · Lewis, Don Crank and Frank
Paris will vie with 200 other nationally .
ranked ru~ers for All-America honors.
The- top _15 finishers earn spots on the
the leaders.

" ·t he stat~ · _championship." This colmunist --nearly
: dumped his Gorilla Milk all over the floor.
·
~
How could Papa Gator say that wh~n ·we all . - "EVERY ONE of those 200
kriow the Tampa Spartans are No. 1 in Flot ida ?-. r unners is very near our ability," Crank, a former St. Louis
Graves says the ~partans are small-tirrie · arid he star sprinter, . said. "They
will never _schedule them, but there's heavy doubt have all turned in times com, this .year whether the Gators cou~d stay on the field
parable to our top ones and
: with Tampa.
we'll need 'to do extremely

1968 All-America squad. Other Brahmans traveling to Wheaton are Rick
Maas and •Ray Croteau.
Crank, the top runner on last year's
Brahman team and the .owner of the
first USF course record of 20:33, said he
thought he and his teammates would
have to run their best to place among

; ;I

j

,,

•

GULFPORT (Special) USF's Windjammer Sailing
Club finished fifth and sixth in
the annual Boca Ciega Yacht
Club Veterans Day Regatta
here Sunday. The :regatta was
South Florida's first this season .
Nearly 100 boats in eight

New hours for USF's two
swimming pools were released last week. The Argos
pool is open 12 :30 to 4 :30 p.m.
every day and the natat'orium
opens Tuesday and Thursday
nig~ts from 7 to 9.

f-

, .I,

,
Miami wasn't able to stop the Brcl'hman attack in heavy rain ~ast Saturday and .dropped
a 4-1 contest.
.
MIAMI'S PETER Holmquist opened the
scoring in the first period after Henry Mora
pushed a corner kick across the South Florida
goal. That score came after 6 :29.
Both teams encounteied difficulty moving
the ball in the first half because of the rain
and the soaked field.
Phil Vitale scored his tenth goal 6 :22 into
the second period when he faked goalie Paul
Sullivan. The Hurricane backstop had 35
saves.
TWO MINUTES later, Vitale ripped another
shot past Sul:livan to give the Br~hmans a 2-1
lead. Gaffney was credited with the assist.
Vitale has 11 goals and is three short of the
South Florida record. Gaffney has already set
an assist record and figures to add to 'his mark
each week.
Miami, 1-4-1, couldn't halt the USF attack
in the second half, either, as Pete Tumminia
tallied unassisted after 10 :23 in the third period.
Vitale assisted Gaffney's first score in the
game after 6:19 in the final period to hand the
Brahmans the victory.

Windiammers 5th, 6th In First Test

Pool Hours Change

well to win even one AllPITY TOM McEWEN, the sports ed,itor of The America berth."
: Tampa Tribune. He has to-fol)ow the Florida fui.nCrank was optimistic and
•' bles and bumbles when he could be staying home added that Lewis would likely
j watching the Spartans pull ,off win after win. Or he
have the· best chanc-e af grab*~ could travel with Tampa and thrill to the team's bing All-Amer ica recognition. Castricone also quit.
.. Lewis starred at, JacksonBart Smith was merging
super secoq<;l-ha}f vict9ries. -: ,.... . .
,_ ;, .<;, . _ ~ ~
'.4/
"ville's Fletcher High and was · as one of th'e state's best runFlorida will be lucky if it can finish the "Year a top runne·r at City Junior ners when he suddenly be1 of the Gatqr" (snicker, S!l'licker) with a ·winning r ec- College for {wo years before came ill and was sent to Bos,, - ord. UF stands 4-3-1 now and has Kentudky this Sat- signing a scholarship to run ton for treatment. He finally
!
urday and Miami in its finale.
for South Florida. He has led had to withdraw and missed
the Brahmans in almost every several early meets.
meet.
_
"We would have had. a very
PARIS, AI.SO AN outstand- . good chance at going undeing trackman, ha~n•t been feated if Bart had been
I
quite a,s impressive as the healthy all year," Crank said.
I
·other two but could surprise "He was always among jhe
them in the Nationals. He has leaders."
SOUTH FLORIDA'S only
. performed steadily · this year
for Coach Gil Hertz after inju- team competition left is the
ries sl9wed him in 1%7. .
state meet a:t USF Nov. 23.
South Florida completed its Florida, Florida State, Miami
regular season ·last Friclay at and USF will battle for the
USF, . .losing to Florida's Ga- ·title which observers thought
tors 26-33. The defeat dropped the Brahmans would easily
the Brahmans to 5-2 for -their win after their win over ·the
first winning campaign in the defending champion Semi1
spoz;t. FSU dealt USF its noles earlier this season.
other setback.
Florida's victory over USF
Only six Brahmans ran the- last Friday ·upped its mark to
four-mile sand c o·u rs e. _The 4-4 despite the :record0setting
team ·opened the season_witli pace of Lewis. He set a USF
Located On E. Fowler•½ Mi. W. of U.S. 301.
nine runners but two ,quit and record for the one-year-old
· A Hop and Skip From the U!tiversity
another was forced to ..yith- trek, completing the four
draw from the University miles in 20 :54, well ahead of
after suffering severe stom- Florida's Jack Nason, who
ach ·cramps and being admit- trotted across in 21 :22.
ted•to a Boston hospital.
Florida's John Brown was
HERTZ RECEIVED his third . in~ 21 :25 while South
Florida's Paris and Crank
ADMIS$I'0 N·:
biggeSt disappointment when took fourth and fifth in 21:35.
former Tampa Chamberlain
track star Kevin Howell quit. and 21 :37, respectively. The
&
Howell had inked a scholar- two battled for the No. 4 spot
ship pact and was counted on the last half-mile.
to help pace the team to its
SIX OTHER. Gators finished
top record. He didn't run well ahead of the next Bra~man
ADULTS $2.00 CHILDREN 6-12 YRS. 50c
in early meets and decided to and. that handed the win to
end his track career; Ray Florida. Maas was -12th in
-------lll■.~.
----------------------__:_- 1 22 :53 and Croteau placed 14th
in 23 :05. Keith King was sixth
for USF in 23 :08.
~

THIS SATURDAY'S scheduled game with
Florida's Gators has been rescheduled Nov. 23.
Holcomb said he and Florida Coach Al Moore
will decide on ·the game site later this week.
The Brahmans seek their fifth consecutive
win against Embry Riddle on campus Friday
night at 7:30. South Florida is 6-2-1 overall and

5-0-1 in state competition.

.By Jeff Smith, Sports Editor .

I'll bet Florida's, er, Georgia's football high-.

t

Ray Croteau, Joe Ezquerra, Lei Lewis
and Kevin Howell. Coach Gil Hertz,
Bart Smith, Rick Maas, Don Crank
and Frank Paris are in back row.

South Florida's soccer team won't
travel to any post-season tournament ·
this season, The Oracle learned Monday. Coach Dan Holcomb said the
NCAA screening committee and the officials for the Atlantic Coast Championships turned down USF's bid to play in
a national tournament.
Holcomb said Navy, Maryland, West
Virginia and North Carolina would be
considered for the NCAA Championships. He said several southern teams
were undefeated this year and that influenced the decision.
·
Holcomb learned last weekend that
Rollins College was under CO!l'lsideration
for the Atlantic Coast Championships.
Rollins Coach Joe Justice said his team
_had hoped for a bid but added that it
didn't r~ceive the berth.

')''

GO-LD-EN GATE
SPEEDWAY

STOCK CAR RACES ,.

EVERY FRIDAY.AND
SATURDAY AT 8:30 P.M..
STUDENTS SERVICEMEN

$1.50

SOPH'S

The ·-scores were later adjusted because three if :the ·
men' running for Florida·:were
not members of the team.
They reportedly were running
for experience.
Even though the Brahmans
are disappointed about not
going unbeaten this season,
the team was quite pleased in
nabbing its first winning campaign. Other Brahman teams
hadn't won more than two
meets in a season.

306 N. DALE MABRY
UNUSUAL LEATHER ITEMS

'

SANDALS-BAGS-BELTS AND THINGS

HI SPEED & POWER EQUIPMENT O F ALL KINDS

WE'VE'MO.ED ro A -NEW AND LARGER STORE
10024-30th STREET,.PHONES 935-1101; •1102
I

,

WEEK-END SPECW:
CHROME.REVERSE $15 ..49 A PIECE
Mr. Gasket, .,Eiilbiock, Crane Cams, Hurst, Astro Wh•els, P.t:P•
Steeri~I Wheels, Motorcycfe Aecessoriis, Mallory Distributors,
Holley Carbi,.We.ber Products, Complete· lina of VW accessories
{Manifolds; Header.s,.Etc.).
~a~enger pipes; every·$ize, shape & de~criptfon~·
All ,this-plus 20 -years experience in.the ·racing game:.

IF .YOU HAYE APROBLEt.'t, WE'll.HEll'YOU·SOLVE -IT.

To Wins

SERVICE,.QUALI.TY &EXPE'RI'JENCE -OUR MOTTO
Wl~I-OPlt...,iOM NINE,TIL NINl1.MOtil~;wu. _a

Tri Delta ·kept its unbeaten
record in \Women's intramural
basketball last week, knocking off Delta Zeta 22-8. Tri Chi
is t he only team left oit- the·
Tri Delta schedule.
Epsilon's Intelex remained
in first in the Residence I
League with a forfeit' win over
the Basketweavers and a 30-5·
romp past Gamma Three
West. Eileen Mooney was the
top Intelex scorer.
The Physical Education Majors have two games left but
are expected to clinch the
Residence II League title.
Archery and track and field
events are scheduled next
week. Deadline for entries is
Thursday for track and field:

. fOR YOUR ·c oNYINIINCL,

,ai. ·_

"Saturday afterno0.11
isn't nearly as tough
as,Saturday night~
to

W e keep warning you be careful how you use Hai Karate®
After Shave and Cologne. W e even put instructions
on self-defense in every package. But your varsity
sweater and best silk ties can still gettorn to
shreds. That's why you'll want to wear o ur nearly
i ndestructible Hai Karate Lounging Jacket when
r _ __,,,,,..·. ___.
~-you wear Hai Karate Regular
or Oriental Lime. Justtell
us your.size (s,m,l)'and
send one empty Hai Karate
carfon,,with $4 (check or
money order), for each
Hai Karate Lounging Jacket
to: Hai Karate, P. 0 . Box41A,
Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 10056. That way,
if someone gives you some
Hai Karat e, you can be a
little less c_
areful how you use it.

SENIORS

1. LOOKING FOR AN EXCIT-

2.

.SANDAL SHOPc!!i>
-

SPEEDAMOTIVE, INC.

Tri Delta.
Coasts

JR'S -

Interested students should
attend the Monday meetings
at 7 p'.m. in the University
Center. Room number is posted on the bulletin board.
Those interested in practicing for the next regatta can
sail at the Davis Islands
Yacht Club Nov. 30 and Dec:
1.

classes sailed under gray
skies and in 20 m.p.h. winds.
USF competed in the small
sail class.
Herman Gonzalez captured
fifth and Sean McCullough
took sixth among 12 entries in
their class. Gonzalez was disqualified in the first race and
both were bothered by gear
failures.

ING CAREER?
WANT YOUR SERVICE
TIME TO PAY.OFF?

FLY

SEE THE "FLY NAVY TEAM"
. 11:30-2:00 P.M.

MON.-FRI.

PIZZl.HDt

ON CAMPUS
ROOM 223
UNIVERSITY CENTER
11 NOVEMBER - 15 NOVEMBER

Send for your practically rip-proof
Hai Karate Lou n9in9 Jacket.
·

Allow 6 weeks for delivery. Offer expires April 1, 1969. If your favorite store is temporari ly out of Hai Karate, hep asl<lng.

3405 E. HILLSBOROUGH

'PH. 238-1212

:FLY WITH THE BOLD ONES!

# BDR02

)_
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AT USF COURSE SATURDAY

Golf Tryouts Set
I

Qualifying for the Brahman
golf team begins this Saturday and Sunday at the South
Florida course with golfers
completing 18 holes each day.
Tee-off is 10 :30 a.m.
All interested men should
see Coach Wes Berner before
Saturday's round. Two more
rounds are set Nov. 23-24, and
· the first cut will occur after
those 72 holes.

Cool Pool
South Florida.'s outdoor swimming pool near Argos Center won't
:receive as much action as in past since cold weather-is closing in.

'\

However, natatorium is expected to take bulk of students who like
to splash during leisure.

Morris Paces Killers' Win
By CHARLIE BURKE
Sports Writer

Morris to halfback Ray
Shearer.

Jack Morris threw four
touchdown passes last
week as Kopp's Killers
tied the HEP Cats and
later defeated the Beavers. Their performance
ill last Week's games
brought the record of the
Engineering Majors to 51-1 and moved them to
within one-half game of
the lead in the Independent League.
In Tuesday's game
against the HEP Cats, the
Killers tied the score late
in the second half on a
touchdown pass f r o m

The conversion was good,
but officials ruled that the
Killers were offside, and
moved them back five. yards.
Their second attempt was no
good and the score remained
6-6.
The Killers had one late
threat in the closing seconds
of the game. They were deep
in HEP territory and crossed
the goal line three times only
to have the ball brought back
and the touchdowns nullified.
After the third attempt, the
horn sounded and the Cats had
earned a tie. HEP had scored
earlier on a pass from Willie
Buchanas to Huey Newton,

,,
but their extra . point attempt Alpha Epsilon 6
Tau Epsilon Phi 13, Alpha
failed.
Thursday's' game bore Tau Omega 6
stronger resemblance to a Tau Kappa Epsilon 13, Zeta
street fight than a football Beta Tau 6
clash, as the Killers won in Kappa Sigma 19, Delta Tau
the second half 20-15. The Kill- Delta 13
ers jumped off to a quick 14-0 Beta Three West 8, Beta Four
lead in the first half on two East 7
touchdown passes from Mor- Mpha Two East 14, Alpha
ris. The first was 10 yards to :tour·East O
Beta Four West 0,. Beta Two
end Nelson Annelo.
,
The Beavers fought back in West O
the second half with two
TODAY'S GAMES
touchdowns and a one-pent
PE
Majors
I vs. Bares
conversion. The second was
HEP
Cats
vs.
Flamers
followed by a two-point conversion. Down by a point late Kopps Killers vs. Flamers
in the game, the Killers rolled Fontana Two vs. Fontana Six
60 yards in four plays ending Beta One East vs. Beta
on a 15-yard pass from Morris Ground East & West ·
to end ·Paul Vianey. Vianey's
grab came between two defensive backs.
The extra - point attempt
failed and the Killers held the
Beavers to record their fifth
South Florida's Sports Car
victory of the season.
Club-is sponsoring a "Fool On
SCORES
A Hill" raUye this Saturday
Phi Delta Theta 13, Sigma night. Registration is set for
5 :30 with 1frie first car leaving
the Fine Arts parking lot at 7.
New Commuter Lots
Seat belts are required.
Two new lots have been
The fun rallye will cover
converted into Commufor less than 60 miles and drivers
parking lots.
will have three-and-one-half
Lots 18 ( Religious Centers) . hours to complete tl1e course.
-and 19, (South -<Fine7'Arts)~~ar~ : ·. Entry · fees · are-· $1.50·.,for
the 11,ew· lots, according to se: members, $2 for faculty or
curity. .
staff and $2.5p for others.

Sports Car

Rallye Set

·:

.
·

~ WE:ATCH I f2T
COI-T 15NAL-T LIQUOR
BOX 1lOO BAtTO.iHP.Z/203

~ D.IAL 619 ~

Beta Two East vs. Beta Four
West

THURSDAY'S GAMES
Pi Kappa Alpha vs. Kappa
Sigma
'
HEP Cats vs. PE Majors II
Iota vs. Eta
PE Majors vs. Flamers
MONDAY'S GAMES
Alpha Champs vs. Beta
Champs
Andros Champs vs. Fontana
Champs
TUESDAY'S GMIES
Alpha-Beta Winner vs. Fontana-Andros winner
Alpha-Beta Loser vs. AndrosFontana loser
.

..

~:
~:

RESIDENT DIVISON
Independent
M cCrave .
BGE
Setsaas
Independent

BGE

6.

QUESTION:- Why are trenches being dug allover
campus?
·

7.
l!.
9.
10.

A lpha IE,W
A lpha IE•W

ANSWER: The current expansion program at USF
will need more utilities connections, the pipes that are
installed will serve these needs.

12.

ANSWER: Gerald Bishop, Managei:-.of the CTR Cafeteria, said
•that in the contract exclusive rights. are granted to Morrison's
for all catered, affairs. When asked if he- considered this a
monopoly, Bishop stated "could be;;, ·-

Berner said women interested in learning golf. or who
already have some knowledge
can play. He said beginners
can still start.
Dot Bloom won the women's
October ringer tournament.
She turned in a 52 net while
Betty Green took seC'Ond with
a 58.
LeRoy Parr :won the men's
division with a 45 net and
Torn Green placed second
with a 52.
A- ringer tournament is one
in which the contestant plays
a course several times a
month and counts his best
score on each hole. Handicaps

* *

California Angel hurler Sam
Ellis fired a 73 from the blue
tees· last week. The blue tees
are the farthest from the cup
and few golfers have played
from them on the USF course.
Ellis and Eddie Pearce, a top
junior player, came back last
Wednesday to test the layout.

* *

Gulf Coast Captures
Junior Golf Open
J im Felker and Hal Cook
paced Gulf Coast Junior College to first in the USF J unior
College Open on the Brahman
course this weekend. Both
shot 158s.
Gulf Coast had a 629 total,
which was five strokes better
than, Miami-Dade Junior College North. MDJC South was
third, 637; Edison, fourth, 643;
Indian River, fifth, ·643; Palm
Beach, sixth, 658; and Valencia, seventh, 687.
Torn Petraglia paced the
MDJC North squad with a 151
while teammate Bob Fairchild shot a 156. Petraglia
topped Edison's Robby Wilson
by one stroke for the individual championship.

South's Bruce Mees turned
in a 153 and Doug Kely card•
ed a 158. Ken Welker was second on the Edison team with
a 157.
Jim Womack and Rick
Sopka led the Indian River
team, shooting 158 and 160, respectively.
Bob McTamrnany was first
on the Palm Beach contingent
at 156 and Jim Harmon, sec•
ond, with a 163.
Valencia was headed by
Bruce Wall's 165 and Lex ·
I
Beech's 169.
USF pfo Wes Berner said
he planned to make this. an
annual tournament and added
he was happy with the response this first year.

11.

,~.

13.

Fontana 3

BGE

A lpha IE-W
Fontana 3

BGE
Fontana 3

Drake
Wallace
Walton
Aska
N aldret
Walker
Pierce
Booth
Laverghetla
Lopez
Dow
'Downing

LIMIT 1

LIMIT 1

MILKSHAKE
THIS FRI., NOV. ]5th ALL DAY

We Speciali.ze in Cubans & Pastrami
Also • •• Pizza
-Shrimp Box
Chicken Box
WE'RE ACROSS
.Fish Box
FROM TEMPLE
.TERRACE SHOPPING CENTER
GRAND OPENING

TOPPS SANDWICH SHOP
OPE:\ IO A.\1. TO 11 :00 P.M. MON.-SAT.

9218 - :i6th ST.

Jean-Claude Killy talks-shop...
Chevrolet Sports Shop

QUl)STION: Why iS' the art gallery' in the library closed from·
noon ·until 1 p.m,?
·

(Freely translated from the'French) "I am a ma11- who drives
· for sport ••• forfun, you know? This is why I am telling you
.about the brave new Chevrolet and its Sports Shop.
"Only in the Chevrolet Sports Shop do you :find ~rs
like the Camaro Z/28. Ah, the Z/ 28. Camaro with
302 VS, more muscular suspension and Hurst
shifter. Only Z/28 offers 4,;_wheel disc brakes
like Corvette, also in the Sports Shop.,
"You will find, too, the Catnaro SS,
Chevelle SS 396, Nova SS and the bigImpala SS 427.
''The Sports Shop. Pa~ of the
Sports Department at your
Chevrolet dealer's.•
"But of course."

ANSWER: The Director ·of Libraries, Jon Kowalik, said that .
since there is only one guard, the gallery must be closed during
his lunch hour. This problem will soon be solved with the addition of another guard.
QUESTION: Other state institutions hold an "open Muse" once
a week, why does USF allow only one per quarter?

CThe National Brewing Co. of Ballo,, Md, at Balta,, Md.
also Phoe~bc •Miami• D etroit

St. Leo's golf team played
the Brahman course · last
Wednesday and said tremendous improvement has occurred since last spring. Berner said the links are in the
best playing shape since the
course opened.

CROSS COUNTRY
Frilernlty Green
TKE
McCullough
'.i'ke
Caffee
'Deli o Tou Delta
D ickinson
Lambda Chi Alpho
Spector
TKE
Bruce
Dello Tau- Delta
Schmid
Lambda Chi Alpha
Losonsky
8
Kappa Sig
Clon tz
9.
Pl Kappa Alpha
Smith
10.
TKE
-Bergdahl
11 .
Delta Tau Delta
Whittaker
12.
L ambda CM Alpha
· Yates
13.
Kappa Sig
Price
14,
Z!!T
Rubin
15.
Delta. Tau ,Delta
Flynn
16.
Pi Kappa Alpha
Roberts
17
·ZBT
Scoti
18,
Pi Kappa Alpha
Clark
19.
Lambda Chi Alph·a
Williams
20.
Pl Kappa Alpha
Miller
21.
. Kappa Sig
Smith
22.
Kappa Sig
Poston
1
23.
ZBT
Kraus
24. . ZBT
Nemenoff ·
Fraternity Gold
Sig Ep
1.
Pages
2.
Sigma Nu
Rosell
3.
Phi , Della Theta
Taylor
Sig Ep
Maas
5; • Tep ·, · -··· •
A pplefield
Sig Ep
6.
Rasmussen
Phi Della Theta
7.
Glaize
8.
St. Aman!
S.igm~ Nu
9,
Gasque
Sigma Nu
10.
ATO
Wa lsh
Sigma Nu
11.
Adams
12.
Rigabee
Phi Della Theta
13.
ATO
Gannaway
Sig E p
14.
Bylander
15.
Golden
Phi Cella Theata
16.
ATO
Hills
17.
T EP
Burse
18.
TEP ·
Kitrnan
19.
ATO
Griffith
SAE '
20.
Ware
TEP
Cohen ·
21.
SAE
Losh
22.
23.
Greogory
SAE
• 2◄•
SAE
Polli
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

A lpha - l E•W
Fontana 3

QUESTION: Why won't the cafeteria concession allow other
food services to cater at school functions?

The faculty women's beginning and intermediate classes
now have 16 members. They
start play each Wednesday at
9 :30 a.m. The beginners_play
from 9 :30 to 11 while the intermediates complete nine
holes.

also figure in the final results.

ANSWER: If certain dormitories- wish to sponsor an open
house, the matter must be taken ' before the Hall Congress where'the-suggestion may be passed or vetoed.
QUESTION: Why isn't there an ambulance on campus? A ·city
of 13,000 should have one, why don't we?
As difficult as it may ;seem to contact one, approximately three phone calls, the University does
own and operate a converted station wagon.

Putting you first,keeps us tirSr.

ANSWER:

MEN WANTED!
AGGRESSIVE YOUNG COLLEGE MEN
TO WORK IN SALES AND CLIENT
RELATIONS. WORK 10•15 HOURS PER
WEEK. JOBS AVAILABLE FOR
QUARTERS I, 11, Ill & IV.

YOU MUST HAVE A 2.0 AVERAGE
AND AN AUTOMOBILE. PREVIOUS SALES
EXPERIENCE
PREFERRED, BUT NOT RE~UIRED.
GOOD PAY • •• EXTRA BENEFITS
CALL OR SEE: R. PAT HILL, UN.IVERSITY CENTER 222,
9118•4131 EXT 620

. 1

lean-Claude Killy, winner of three gold
• .meclaZ. in the 1968 Winter Olympics.

'69 CamaroZ/28

See the Super Sports at y~ilr ,Chevrolet dealer's Sports D.epartment now,
J
~

Relations
Conference
Set Friday
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0:RA.CLE CLASSIFIED ADS

philip runnels

~

ADVERTISING RATES
5 lines
(27 characters/line) ___ $1.00
Additional Line _______ .15
2-4 Issues ---Repeated:
th 4 •
M

Go-Go Girls ! The University
center Dance Committee needs
YOU! Interested bodies contact
Malcolm Anderson 932-5706 or
e_x_t._6_3_7._ _ _ _ _ _ __

EXCEPTIONAL EARNING
OPPORTUNITY
for

.90* Science teachers or science graduates to 13• MISCELlllNEOUS
r
7~,.
·

ore ~ issues ---- • a teach and travel In a science lecture
program of nuclear education presented Tree, Inc.
*Per five lines (27 characters)
In secondary
United States.

1. AUTOMOTIVE
=----------

fieetwood Cadillac 1963 Opu'
]ant, silver gray, red leather
and all
(real) new paint job
) 9
· '
. 5 ,power_' (even vent windows
Gowen,
B.
H.
$1,200.
miles,
000
.
EXT. 436.

3. FOR RENT
Large air condition Room. Private entrance. $60. 239-6951.

·5. FOR SALE
ALL WEATHER TOP COATS,
Finest Quality, Double Lined,
No Better Buy Anywhere, MIRRACLE 88, Self Service Suit
Center, 6029 N. Dale Mabry.
Recorder,
STEREO TAPE
SONY 500A, Twin Speakers,
Mikes, and lighted Viewmeters,
cost over $400 New, will sell for
$20(). Call 935-4658 after noon.

schools

throughout

the

During each full week Of fra~el, science
educators are paid $63 subsistence, $25
pre'!'lum pay and lodging •caSt plus a
minimum base salary of $600 monthly.
Vehicle Is provided (wifh credit card).

admits there are
some things ya gotta do just
cause you live on the block.

15 SERVICES OFFERED
•

• Stud•1es
Bas1c
Sessions ·Set

TEMPLE TERRACE SHOPPING CENTER

·I

I

I
I

I

·JIMI HENDRIX ·
I UNION GAP
: DION WARWICK
I COWSILLS
i-

.I

.~ HERB ALPERT

I STRAWBERRY Al~RM-C(OCK ·
i
I SIMON & GARFUNKLE
I GLEN CAMPBELL
.I
I

5TH DIMENSION
THE ANIMALS
THE BYRDS
.SJEPPENWOLF
PETULA CLARK

ARETHA FRANKLIN
AND MORE

~ -~ A;R.E. • .• UNitY • ;.

1

apeifectsize7
looKp~ifect
:only2Jda~
eveifmontff?

That's why so
many women take PAMPRIN®.
It gently relieves water-weight gain
to help prevent pre-menstrual puffiness,
tension, and pressure-caused cramps.
PAMPRIN makes sure a perfect
size 7 never looks less than perfect.
Nor feeis less than perfect, either.

ROSICRUCIANS • • MU

ATLANTIS • : . PRO-PHEQY .• • HANDWRlTlNG

SPEAKERS AVAILABLE ON ABOVE SUBJECTS
\f!-LL-!"E ORDERED FOR YOU·IMMEDIATELY;
AN?lTEM·NOTIN:StOCIC. .
.
.

i

SALE!

SALE!

·SALE!.

SALE!

I

I

I
I
· WHILE THEY LAST! I

. SUNDAY AT 9:30 . .. "NET Playhouse: Theatre American ·
- New Theatre for Now:" Consists.of five dramatic pieces, ,in.
cluding "The Golden Fleece." .
Monday at 8:30 ..• ,"Creative Person: Satyajit Ray:" Portrait of India's most distin·guished film producer.
· Monday at 9 ..• "NET Journal: Asian Prayer, Asian
Sword:" Two documentaries, one on religion in Japan - and
secular, nationalistic ritual; another on terrorism in Tibet.
Tuesday at 8 . ~ • Buckley's "Firing Line" features 'Obs-.
cenity- Pornog-raphy' as discussed with Charles Rembar and
Richard Kuh, both . prominent lawyers with opposing views.

• a-track Stereo
• Crystal Clear
Hi-Fide~ity Sound
• Tone Control

·I

!

PQt • Poury

· The Ta mpa Philharmonic Subscription Series begins Thurs- ·
day (but tickets are sold out) and Friday at McKay Aud-(torium
at 8:30 p.m. It will be an all orchestral concert featur mg the
newly formed Florida Gulf Coast Symphony with Irwin Hoff. man conducting. For Friday tickets · and information call 253· • :
0679 or write P. 0. Box 449, Tampa.
The Florida Gulf Coast Symphony will also be appearing at
the Bayfront Center in St. Petersburg Frid~r evening. For ·1.nformation call 898-6905.
Florida Southern College's Vagabond Players will present
" Twelfth Night" (by William somebody) Thursday, Friday,
Saturday and Nov. 21, 22 and 23 at 8:30 p.m ..It will.be staged
in-the-round at the Ordway Arts Building on their campus in
Lakeland. For information phone 688-3555.
JIMI HENDRIX and his
electric experience will Happen in Tampa (again) on Nov.
23 at 8 :30 p.m. at Curtis
Hixon Hall. Tickets average
$4.50 (see advertisement on
page 10) and are available
through mail order only. Send
a stamped, self-addressed envelope to Jimi Hendrix, box
office , Curtis Hixon Hall,
Tampa .•• and dig it mother.

• Balance Control
• 15 Watts of Audio
• 1 Year over-the-counter
exchange guarantee

ON SALE

PLUS

t

------------~--~---~~-~

I
I
I

- - - - - -- - -- -

It has nothing to do with
~aloties. It's a special
female weight gain ..•
caused by temporary
w:ater-weight build-up.
Oh, you know... that
uncomfortable full
feeling that sneaks up
on you the week before
yo1,1r menstrual period.
This fluid retention not
only plays havoc with
your looks but how
you feel as well.
(It puts pressure on
delicate nerves and
tissues, which can lead
to pre-menstrual ,
cramps and headaches,
leaves emotions on edge.)

I

3814 SOUTH DALE MABRY
BltitTON- PLAZA
PHONE.839-7390·

, .i\NALY$lS ••.HYPNOSIS.
. ' ,Plfl.·MANY .MORE. QR .METAP..HYSICA~ RELiGIO.Uf,~·AND OCMT:
·SIIIJKTS. SEND ·,01·,oliit-P1111CATA1t&Uf..

FOR THOSE WHO BELIEVE Charlton Heston is alive and
living in Heaven, •1El Cid" is being shown on Monday and
. . Tuesday nights (in two parts) at 9 on 8. With Sophia Loren, it'~
an c}dventure set in medieval Spa-in, depicting an 11th Century
J , Spanish warrior-knight .whose ac°!al feasts of lea~ership. have
. merged ,wth legend -to make him a great national figure.
WEDU, ,t he friendly local educatiop station, Channel 3 (that
could possibly be watched in lieu of "Blondie" or "Doris Day"
you know • • • just for something· different) has some
slam-bang programming planned:
Saturday at 7:30 ... " Conversation 1968: Bill Cosby." Disf· cusses ' his role in "I Spy," comedy style, childhood, hang-ups
I and success.
SATURDAY AT 8 ... "NET ·Festival: Eroica:" Conductor
I Bernard Keeffe analyzes the first movement of Beethoven's
"Eroica" Symphony ail.d leads the London Philharmonic in the
same__
I
Saturday -at 9 .•• "NET Journal: Flowers on a •One-Way
Street:" Toronto hippies take their case ag;tinst traffic to mu·
·
authorities.
I nicipal
Sunday at 6:30 . , . old marble _mouth himself, William
I Buckley, Jr. has Gerald Ford on "Firing Line."

~------------------------~~
~Y-does ,

1909 West Buffalo

,ESP. •.• REINCARNATION ••· K'i\RMA • ..-WEALTH-·
s.wc.cEs:s·•.• MYSTiCISM .•• ELACK;&WHITEARTS

I
I
I. . . .

.,I

,~,i

MEROLOGY. -. PALMISTltY • .• PSYCijOLOCY· ... ;_.

I

:- ALL OUR STEREO RECORDS
200 TO CHQOSE FROM _
.I

of

HAPPINES_S ••• JlEAI~TH • bIET •• YOGA ••
-DREAMS .•• RELIGIOUS .• • ASTROLOGY •. .-.NU-

There's some "just for fun" flicks this week on the boob
.tube, as -well as admirable productions: Tonight c1.t 11:30 on 13
.• . if you haven't _got anything else to keep you up . L • catch
Ernie I<ovacs and Cyd Charisse in "Five Golden Hours" (1961).
A _professional mourner w,ho consoles a Tich widower devises a
. scheme to make hirh rich and bring him the love of the most
beautiful witch ever to bedevil a man.
Saturday night at 11:30 there's a definite conflict. You can
I take· your choose of either (1) "Boccaccio 70" on 8 with Sophia
Loren. and Anita Ekberg. A 1962 trilogy of The Raffle, The
I . Temptation of Dr. Antonio and The Bet. Or (2) ','Julius C~esar"
(1953) on13 with Marlon Brando and James Mason.

I

NEW MIRACLE FABRICS

·y.OUR_ INSPECTiON, CUlHOUS SATISFACTJON; ·sELF~
tMPRGVIMENT. ~ND SPJJ1,:ui\i.. UNFOLDMENr,·wr .SP.ECIALiZE 1N.
ilOOKS':ON THE F.OtlOWING.SUBJECTS:

COUPON I

I

REFLECTION

FQ~'-.

Boob Tube· Bids

. Brin; Your Next Pttmlption 1o Ui
... andSttr

I

l

***

COSTS YOU LESS !

ICOUPON

HEY GANG . .. PEOPLE . . . AND OTHERS: I got all
spiffed up, combed my face, put on ·odey - arm - deunderate,
shined my sandals . . . and headed for "The Showboat Dinner
Theatre" last Wednesday evening to catch the opening of
"Marriage-Go-Round."
My only complaint was the fact that drinks are too easy to
order ..• just pick up the phone. The atmosphere is· relaxing.
The service is fabulous. The food is .•. well, I can't say . • . I
nev~r got past the salads (Caesar, herring . ·.. with gobs of
sour cream ... cottage cheese, elbow macaroni, red kidney
bean, seafood .. • • crammed with shrimp and crab • • •

-Cu-s-to-m-=-M-o_n_og_r_a_mm---:in-g---=K-in-g.
,
THE CAST OF "MARRIAGE" is to be commended. ·Realizcomes Tnm Shop - 11615 Florida Avenue
ing the audience was full, a bit tight, and homey . • . they
Qualifications: Degree In science or sci- ·
------ence education. capable of
played to them beautifully. And, I assume, could do equal jusof extensive !ravel. Goad
tice to a sincere audience. Suzan Clemm is nothing short of
ri~~llh and speaking abll•
6-feet tall, and every ounce of her ii; chuck full of Gerrrian titilEmployment to begin In December, 1968,
lating talent. Erik Silju, supposedly well-known for his part ·as
January, 1969 or July, 1969.
the Viking in the award-winning "Erik is Here" cigar·com!IlerFor application and further information,
cial, is a swashbuckling Scandanavian playing a French profeswrite:
Students in the College of sor ofCUltural Anthropology. Together, the two individuals give
.
Personnel Office
Basic Studies who have "advis- the stage an-atmosphere of eclectic continentalism.
·OAK RIDGE.ASSOCIATED
·ers in the CoUege. of EducaUNIVERSITIES
tion ·should sign up in EDU
P.O. Box 117
112 for group advising sesOak Ridge, Tennessee 37830
The Holiday Dinner Theatre is currently showing "Girl in a
sions.
An E!qual Opportunity Employer
Slip," and is offering a 15 per cent discount on food,
Freudian
Sessions will be held in the
.Kiva on Tuesdays, between 9 show and drinks to students and staff with identification. The
Students who qualify for CWSP and 10 a.m. and Wednesdays, discount is good for any evening except Tuesday and·Saturday.
to work in offices of Registrar or from 12 to 1 ·p.m. for the rest They are closed Mondays. (See advertisement on page 10).
Admissions. Call Mr. William
of the quarter.
Arnett, Ext 872.

...where your· PRESCRIPTION

·fashions!!!

The Communications and
Human Relations Conference
scheduled to take place Oct.
18 will be held Friday fr"bm
8 :30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. in University Center 248 (Ballroom).
All Supervisors are urged to
a ttend the conference. Registration is still open at no fee
for University staff.
The Conference is sponsored
by Continuing Education and
Personnel Services.
For Reservations contact
Personnel Service~. Administration Building 280, ext. 2804.
Those who registered for the
Oct. 18 conference will be sent
a confirmation of their new
reservation.

I

11. WANTED

7. HELP WANTED

CLASSIFIED

P SY C ff OD EL I C

·Bea

o+

I
I
I:

:

;:

Flight
Hostess

; :,
I

I

IF YOU'VE got the time,
money and ambition to drive ·
to the Tyrone Theatre in St.
Petersburg (9th Ave. and 58th
St. N.), all reports indicate
you can catch the best picture
currently showing in the
area: "Therese a nd Isabelle."
Taken from a novel by Violette Leduc, the film deals
with a love affair between two
girls in a French boarding
school. It stars Essy Persson
("I, A Woman") and if the
screen writer followed the
book in any sense of the word,
the picture should prove to be
both beautiful and real. And if
you happen to see the film
. . . definitely . _ .

"DFTTYP People"

Chemical Society Meets
The American Chemical Society will hold its meeting
Thursday at 8 p.m. in room
111 of the Chemistry Building.

Step up to this rewarding career!
Now is the time to visit your local
TWA flight Hostess representative.

*
*
**

Check these TWA Benefits

Free schooling - with trainlnc
salary of $61 weekly.
sa1ary after I weeks schaallnc,
$440 manthlJ averace.
flights within U.S.A. ar to Eurape.
Free trainin&: In major European
tan11111es.
Travel pass privileges for parents
after 6 months.
Awide ranee of company
benefits.
Primary Qualifications
Minimum lie 191h . High School Graduate. Excellent health. Unblemisbed
complexion. Hei1ht 5'·2"·5'·9'' with
proportionate weicht by TWA stand•
1rd. Glasses permitted. Single.

•

--------~------------• • ❖' .•:•.~•::::::.:::,:.:-:-:-:❖•❖,•:-:,:❖:❖:-:-:-;,••:~❖:

•

. O_FT_l_PE_S_IN_TA_M_P_Ai_,__.I
' -_,_'_'TH_E_LA_R_GE_ST_S_EL_EC_TIO_N_

*

*

See Your TWA Representative
No phone calls, please.
MRS. SANDI DONALDSON
tAMl'A AIRPORT MOTEL
Th.rs,• Nov. 14th
12:30 • ,3:00 p.m•

TAMPA .
ORLANDO
ROBERt MYER HOTEL
Wed. - Nov, 20th
3:00 • 6:00 p.m.
Thus, .• Nov. 21
8:00 a.m. - 10:30 a,m.

4115 HENDERSON
BLVD.

TRANS WORLD AIRLINES
An .Equal Opportunity Employer

OPEN

Mon., Thurs. & Friday 9 to 9 - Open Tues., Wed. & Sat. 9 to 6
Telephone 872-8444

..
'

Radio Hams Supply Link
~ Clubs look For Members
a

m1ss1ons. Members of the sponsor, Dr. Robert H. Fuson be this week's guest speaker.
He will talk about "The
ARC major in many fields, at extension ·389.
Earth's Nearest Star."
but the one thing they have in
:WUSF:FM' radio submitted common is a love of amateur
Anyone interested in joining
VETERANSCLUB
a ciutink ·stop order to the As· radio.
the club is invited to attend
The USF Veterans Club will
screiated Press to cut off their • Walter Terrie, ARC presithis meeting.
news teletype for th~ sum~ dent, stated the purpose of the meet Nov. Tr at 2 p.m. in CTR
mer. Stop it did, and it stayed ARC is "to establish . and 201.
ONE TOONE
tt@.t way causing chaos until maintain an · operating ama•
Plans will be made to hold
The One To. One group "in
the.;.USF Amateur Radio Club teur communications station ' the Second Annual Winter
stl'pp!ied the missing., link in at) USF." Right now . there is Banquet and all members and keeping with its policy to
present issues of current incQP,1munications.
no station because of a lack of prospective members a r e ·terest and importance," will
"3:t , all happened when a tele- funds. So far they have not urged to attend the meeting in
hold a discussion. on "Black
graP.h order from __ AP ·to been able to receive any.
order to voice .their ideas rePower"
in the. Education
Aroerican Telephone & Telegarding this event. Any stu~
The ARC is not a group to.
Building Kiva tonight at 7 :30,
g{?'.ph Co., last summer, redent at USF is eligible for
be discouraged easily. It took
A guest speaker and panel
quested the wire service to
m_embership in the Veterans
tliem until this quarter to get
will present statements rew.i'JSF-FM-TV be stopped.
Club,
provided
he
has
served
an · attractive meeting · place
garding , the origin, _ purpose
'.!>leas from Dr. Gerhard
where they could possibly set under honorable conditions in and implications of. the moveEichholz, director of USF eduup an aerial for their station. any branch of the Armed ment. This will be followed by
cational resources, to Geqeral
Now they have a room in the Forces regardless of tour of an open discussion period.
'lil,ephone Co. to come hook
duty time. ·
· new Social Scjence building,
One To One prints · a bi~the news wire system were
and' permission to eventually
New officers are: Steve Do~ weekly newsletter with this
f PUitless. Calls - to Southern
erect their aerial. They are bosz, president; Dick Fason, and additional information
~ll, a subsidiary of AT&T,
also optimistic about getting . vice . pres.; Clarence Chum- concerning the group. It is
.¢so produced no results.
ney, treasurer; Floyd Gaddis, available to .all students and
· •Enter the Amateur ·Radio the funds for their station.
dub.
As amateur radio operators, secretary; , John Pennington faculty at the ctR informa·
: Getting a discarded teletype the members of the ARC all and Jim Roehrig, executive tion desk.
p~nter from the scrap pile, hav!;! amateur licenses. These council.
the club put it into working range in various . categories
Anyone interested but ~a- •
o'ijer .ind with permission from class. of novice, to am'a- ble to attend the meeting ·.
flffip. AP were able to con• teur extra. Altogether, there should contact . the c l u ii'
. '
s~ct equipmeht to by!)ass are six ratings.
throµgh its office in CTR 214. .
terephone lines.
The test to obtain a license or by writing to Veterans Club
~ e .: Rube Goldberg equip- gets harder as the rating in- CTR box 379.
t :worked and WUSF . was creas~. They are , tested on
one~ inore . able to get imme- Morse · Code, electronic theoGOLDKEY
j.
•
•
•
dffie neWidroni the state, na- ry, and amateur radio regulaAt the Oct. 7 meeting of the'
In~rnationals wh() wish to
t ffffial ·and international-'scene: . tions. A novice must : be able Gold Key Honor Society, new· improve their_ usag~ of the
here's a :ham in every to transmit five words a min- officers were electe.d. TheY, English language, and Encrowd -and USF has. at least 17 ute, while an amateur extra . are: Jerry Griffin, president; glish · • language volunteers
o hem: '.I'hey are the group must .be able to transmit 20. , Ann Lovitt, vice pres. ; Caro- _. will~g to give one notir per
<ig:;ham radio operators th~t
On Tuesday nights at 7, the lyn Jessen, recording secre- week,'have been invited to inmirke up the · Amilteur Radio . ARC conducts a code and tary; Pat Lewis, . corre~-. vestigate · "English in Action,"
.Gittb. _ .
. - '· . ·1heory class for its members. sponqing secretary; Kathy· a program sponsored by the
:.T~e A~C, which was rear- For the first few weeks they Honeycutt, treasurer., ·
Baptist Student Center at the
1!£lllzed m the fall of 196_6, will b~ staying at a beginning
Uqiversity of South Florida.
There 'w ill be a very impor·The program is designed to
meets Monday at 2 . p.m. m level and later progress to
tant general meeting Monday, help the ·international student,
~C . 304. They ~re stud~nts more difficult stages.:,
\fllo own and operate vanous.
· · . _
.
.
Nov. 18, at. 7 p.in. in CTR 256. or United States citizens -who
t~ es of radio. equipment for
Terrie says that there are
speak · ·a nother · primary · Ian~
EUJ.joyment and interest. They . ~):Jout 25~!000 ham operators
SOCIETY OF PHYSICS · guage; to master conversa@nmunicate with other'. hams m Hie. U.mted States. About 10 .
al\ oy.er the world by use of per cent of these are femal~; •· The first meeting of the So- tio11al English. The ,Particj1\torse, Code and voiee :trans- There are about 1,000 hams m ciety of Physics Students was pants · spend one hour per
'
·
the Tampa Bay area.
at 2 p.m. ,:in the PJiysics Audi0 week together for the .purpose
·of conversing in English.
··
T~rri :sees
the hams in torium PHY 141 Oct. 18.
The program began on the
-r.
the world as a "big fraterniAt the . first meeting Dr.
Ii
'.~
ty/ ' He says he could proba- Aubel, club advise!,', spoke on USF carp.pus· ori July ·'!. Since
then a number of 'pa'rticipants
ibly walk up to any hQuse any- thh': aAldvanti!,ges· offf' memb.er~
have profited considerably
where
in
the
world
that
has
a
s
1p.
so
new
o
1cers
·
were
· ,•
from ·, the one-to-one relationhani aerial and tell the owner elected. ~hey .are: Martiri' Deship.
he -¥> WA4FBI, and be greeted George, president; G'y_d a
· "English in Action•~. oper.
·as
a
friend.
·
.
'
Otten,
secretary;
Linda·
:prciia,
1
ates on Mondays, 4 to 8 p.m.
He esfupated tl\at there are. treasut~n. :. and on , Tu~sday-s, _4 to .6 p.!JI.
, · · · ·1·
abo'ut ' 60 ·people ; at 1JSF tha!j The second meeting of SPS at the Baptist Student Center
. C.Q . ~~1 : ~ ~~~sted,::;iir,i.,::t~at~.lll"-:,iT·" ;~;;@?t.tc00: -.Dr. A\l~l gave -~ l3iib 50th Sfi:eet,' ·oii tiiee ast:-·· ·
· ,., t • ·radfo;.' The ARC'woulcClike·,to·•· _a n"oQtics·• dem(;mstration deal- \ ern edge of the USF; campus.'
.
'
compile a list' ·o f •all ·'studepts ·: ih'g: with ;-"Cight Interference
·Interested · persons should
· . and staff .members that· share . in Thin Fi}tns: "
contact Judy Wooldr1dge, at .
•,
: ;this··ho~by. Anyone inter~ted
The . nlxt meetini of the the Baptist ' Student _ Center,
·can'.:•,Ieave-·a message To. CTR . clul:i.wil}lti~.·today at 2 p.m. in . 988.-6487. Applications are still
'l
'i box ·4~~;o~ ,coqfac~ J!ie •fac\11ty ; ,I'}J~ 111..'Dr. ·Joseph1Carr will : beirlg. accepted for the proI
,.
gram

'" · By STEVE ADAMS
· , Statt Writer

l.nternational
Class Offered
I~':; English·

\

I
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that.
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others~- ·,
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GUARANTEED JOBS .I\BROAD! Get paid, travel, meet people.
Summer and year round jobs for young people 17 to 40. For illustrated literature with complete details on programs offered and
how to apply, write; 'ISTC, AdmissiQl!!i, 866 U.N. Plaza, N. Y.,
_N. Y. 10017.
· '
'
;.

Meet the man

with
the
.
College
Senior
Plan

.' •. \

'

J<?HNNY R. ~DCOCK
If you're as.college senioror grad~

ate student, P.rotective Life's, College
Representative. has a. utti~e· life·
insurance-savingi;program designed
especially. for you. The College
Senior Plan,.. which offe:s special,
benefits.at yreferred rates, comes to
you from one of the nation's leading .insurance com.panieS. It covers
·you in the event of accidental death
or clisability, provides full aviation

coverage, and does much, much

·more, There js no 'Wlu: exclusion
clause, and your policy is com•
_pletely. paid up at normal retirement age. .Also, premium· depo~its
~ay
·deieued until _'YoJJ): earnmgs increase. So)Uld -like a plan
worth investigating? It is. Contact
a P.rotective •Life College Rep.resentative fo.r full iiµounation.

pe

VOLKSWAGEN SERVICE

.
e·1rdsong Moto
r.s In··

FRIDAY

µ.s . . Navy Recrulllng, from 8 a.m.,
CTR 223.
.
UC Special Events, 2 p.m. CTR 200.
Athenaeum Meeting, 2 p.m. CTR 201.
IFC Meeling • Judiciary, 2 p.m., CTR
203.
· HIiiei Services, 7 p.m., CTR 291.·
Movie: "Nev<pda Smith,'' 7:30 p.m.,
BSA.
·
· Dance, 9 p.m., CTR ·252 CTR 248.
SATURDAY

-Chinsegut Program Council ~elreal,
a.m., Chlnsegut.
Wlndtammers Sailing, 10 -a.rri., Meet at·
UC lobby.
Karate Club, 11 · a,m., Gym 5.
. Movie: "Nevada Smith," 7:30 p,m.,
CTR 252.
SUNDAY
UC Movie: "Nevada Smith," 7:30 p.m.,
BSA.
Artist Series, &:30 p.r'n., Theatre.
: ,,.. .. •··-·N{6NDAY ' - ..
Florida Stale Board of Engineering
Exams, a a.m., CTR 200, 248.
Sewing conies! Fasl}lon ShDw, 7 p.m.,
CTR 252. ·
TUESDAY
Florida State Board DI . Englneerng
Exams, 8 a.m., CTR 200, 248,
Registrars Office Workshop, 8:30 a.m,
L.

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 2G

2

'

.

• ..'

. The · registration de.adline
for the ,G raduate Record Examination· (GRE) Apti~de
and Advanced tests, required
for admission to most gradu' ate schools, is Nov. 19. The
exam , will be gtven Dec. 14• .
Formerly required for all
·· graduating seniors in-the College :of Liberal .Arts, the GRE
is now necessary only for
, those planning to attend .graduate .school.
Registration
applications
. are )available at the Testing
Center\ al'lq the Registrar's, Of.
fiM,':.n;

Test Volunteers Asked ·

Just a
Hop,

Skip,
and a Jump

l Ol • .

Mariner Buildtni

Tel: 877,8391

r -- THE

~" t" ~ t ~ .,,_tt-c,
FLETCHER AT 22nd

Ph: 935-1400

· · Thahks too new mirode
ingredient in our little car
called the automatic stick
shift;• you c;an finally .say
goodbyetotheclutch·pedol.
How does this new ingre.
dient work?
_ Twoways.
_-~. * Br.st, itptovid_es'contin~ous unempleymEl,ntlocyourJeft fo°'t.
Second, it provides near unemploy!Tlentforyourright hand. ,·
ffhe.only'lime you ever shift is when you go ov$r 55 mph.I
Yet, even with its new w,ays, the bug continues to uphold
the old ways.
,
- ·
,.
.
It takes only small amounts of oil. Absolutely no woter.
And absolutely no antifreeze.
·
· Bestof all, it still delivers about25.miles lo a gallon of gos.
: Don't you feel ~elieved oJready~

Information se!3~,t;or students interesled In Co<lperatlve Education Program,
2 p,m. (tree hour), ENG 3.
. WEDN·ESDAY, Nov.,20
INformatlon session· tor students Inter•
ested In Cooperative Education Program,
2 p,m. (free hour), ENG 3.

Birdsong Motors hie~
11333 North Florida Ave•.
Tampa

Co-Op Placem~nt
More than 150 employers are currtnlly
seeking USF students for Cooperative
Education Training assignment for Quar•
fer 11 Training Period ·starting Thursday,
Dec. 26. For further information visit or
phone the Co-op Office, ENG 37, phone
988-4131, ext. 171.
,
\
Among· openings now listed are the fol•
lowing:
, .
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Accou~ting: Canning, Wells & Salzer,
St. Pelersbur.g; Central Intelligence Agen•
cy, Washington O.C.; Defense Personnel
S,upport Center, · Philadelphia; · Florida
Power · Corp., ·st. Petersburg; Honeywell,
St. Petersburg; Internal Revenue Service,
Jacksonvllle, Tampa, and · Washington,
D.C.; International Business Machines
(IBM), Huntsvllle, Ala.; International
Minerals •& Chemical Corp, Bartow; M.A.
Montenegro & Co~, CPA's, Tampa; Mar• tin • Marietta Corp., ·Orlando; NASA·
Kennedy Space Center, Cape Kennedy;
NASA - Marshall Space Flight Center,
Huntsville, Ala.; Navy Mine Defense Laboratories, Panama City; Potter,. Bower &
Co., CPA's, Orlando; Smilh, Braley &
Johnson, CPA's, Tampa; Tornwall, Lang
& Lee, CPA's, St. Petersburg; U.S. Army
Missile Command, Huntsville, Ala.; w. o:
Daley, CPA's, Orlando.
.Economics: General Services Admlnis•
!ration, Washington, D.C.; NASA•Kennedy
Space Center, Cape Kennedy; University
of South Florida,. Procurement, ·Tampa,
Finance: AEtna Surely, and Casualty,
Tampa; First Federal Savings and Loan
Associalion, ~t. Petersburg; Fl,r,t ~atlonal Bank, Tampa; General Services Ad·
ministration, Washington, •_D.C.; Morine

CENTREX, the s y s t e m
where each room gets a dif. '
ferent telephone number, was
voted down by the residence
halls at USF last year.

The staff' of the University
of Miami student newspaper,
The Hurricane, returned to
work Jast ( Tuesday after a
one;day strike.

5415 Mariner Street
Tampa, Floricta 33609

brings lasting relief to left feet.

Co-Op Edu~atijon

Staff Back To Work

Adcock•Moora Agehcy
Suite 206
·

·Now Volkswagen

· Faculty String Quartet, 8:30 p,m;, FAH

Cliildren, ages six, 12, or 16
yea~, :are .needed for. an ·exi
p~nm:ent .on: color•. Mrs, .Murray H. Fisher, 7PSY, will' test'
the·~ children for color visio~.
· - Thiscexperin'!ent is a' part-of
Mrs. Fisher master's thesis in
. Psychology.. The children 'will
be: shciwh'J a · large; sample of
color1 ch'ips a'nd askeq' to select the chip whose·shade best
represents a . specific color
·naine.' · ·
· ·
The experiment,. a study of
bow colol'. choice discrimina- '
.
tions develop as children grow- U Of F Gets CENTREX
-qp, will not interfere in any
Students at· the • University
way with the children's school
of Florida will ~ave their
hours.
Mrs. Fisher can be contact- 'CENTREX telephone system
ed at ext. 795 or at 253-0282. installed Saturday.

.JOHN.NV· R. ADCOCK ,

IUJLDJNG_F0Jt SfCUIIJY SINCE l907 ,.,,

sec educ. Palm IIUCh School System: Ta.mpa Campus. (0 . Fellows).
Teachers; elem educ,. lib science, math: Nov. 22 - Sensitivity Training ProPlnallas County Schools: Teachers; !;:lam gram, ·chlnsegut HIii, (L. Romig).
& sec educ.
Nov. 25 (week of) - Educational Work•
NOVEMBER 22
shop, Punta Gorda, (A. Sulloway,,
A
Nov.
26 - Labor Relations for Con•
rmy & AIr Force Exchange, Carolina structlon Industries
Tampa Campus (H
Area support Center: Trainees for retail Schier)
'
· •
mgrs, buyers, accts, pers mgrs, food
•
mgrs, systems ond programmers; bus
NON-CREDIT CLASSES
adm, engr, mkfg, acclg, pers, .systems,
DURING N'OVEMBER
distribution, and transportation. Special
CONTIN UING THROUGH:
Service Section (Overseas Recrultlng·Cen- N 2 CPA
1
fer l DA: Recreation specialist, librarl• Sc~r~r. Rev '1N Program ll, TC,
an; those Interested In overseas special Nov. 11-.Sun, Stars, and Solar syaBulletln Board notices should be sent Bank and Trust Co., Tempo; Norlhslde services.
ttm, TC, Sulloway.
•
DIRECT to "Director, Campus Public•• Bank, Tampo,
NOVEMBER 25 •
Nov. 12-VocabUllrY Building, TC,
lions, CTR 226" (ext. 618) no 1oter !hon D111 Processing: Gulf Life Insurance Savannah Electric & Power: Elec. Sulloway.
.
noon Wednesday for publlcatlon the fol• Co., Jacksonville; Unlversily of South engrs; elec engrs.
Nov, 1,4-Scltnce In Pre-school, ,;c,
lowing Wednesday.
' Florido, Dato Center, Tarnpo.
NOVEMBER 26
Sulloway
,
Send news items direct lo " Editor, The M1n11ement: AEtna Life Insurance Liberty Mutuel: Claims adluslers Nov. 1-4-Supervlsion Count, !:;Cl, St.
Oracle, CTR 222" (ext. 619).
Co., Tampo; AEtna Surely and casualty (male), claims rep. (female); lib arts end P., Fellows.
·
·co., Tampo; Boeing, New Orleans; Conti• and bus edm. Emory Unlwnlty Intern• Nov. 18-Conlemporary Literature,
nental Baking Co., Tampa; Pefense Per• ship MAT Program: Internship MAT Pro- TC, Sulloway.
sonnel Support Center, Philadelphia; gram; all fields Interested In MAT •Pro- Nov. 19-De~elopm•~lal R,eadlng, TC,
Official Notices
.
CHEDULE
FOR·
First National Bank, Tampo; Florida gram at Emol'Y University.
Sulloway.
.;
I
ADVERTISING S
Power Corp;, St. Petersburg; Ford Motor
Nov. 20-Development of Supervisory • UNDECIDED·AOVISEE~
Co., Dearborn; General Services. AdmlnlsDECEMBER 2
. Skills: The Supervisors Job, TC, Schier.
Nov. 20, Wednesday, 2 to 5 p.m., PHY trallon, Washington, D.C.; General Tele• Hendry County Schools: Eler,, & secon• Nov. 21- lntrqductlon to Progr,m• ,
.
phone Co.,. Tampo; Honeywell, st. Peters- dary; educ - all ma(ors. l'esco County ming Electronic Data Processing Sys- .
211Nov.
21, Thursday, 2 to 5 p.m,. PHY burg; ·1nternallonal Minerals and Cheml- Schools: Elem & secondary; education. terns, TC, Schier.
211.
cal Corp., Barlow; S.H. Kress co.,
DECEMBER s
Nov. 21-lnvestmenls for lndlvldvals:
NOTE: For thoe who cannot meet"fn ·T~mpa; Marine Bank and Trust Co., :sar11~t• County Schools: Elem . & sec, An Introduction lo the. ,Sl!Xk •t-"•rket, the afternoon:
..
_Tampa; Martin - Marietta Corp., Orlan- ondary, educ.
TC, Schier.
.
Nov. 21, Thursday, a to 9 p.m., PHY do; · NASA-Kennedy Space Center, Cape
DECEMBER
.
Nov. 22-Labor· Manegement. Rel•• .~
209 (Instead of hour incorrectly lisle<j last kennedY; NASA-Marshall Space Flight Nalionat Security Agoncy:6 Research an, tlons-Manogerlal Concepts .and Prac• ,
week).
Center,Washington,
Huntsville, Ala.;
_of EducaTC, Schier.
.
lion,
D.C.;Office
Sheraton
· out- a1yst' trans•I tor . 11nqu1st' teehnlcal writ. tic,Nov.
25-Elem,nlory Spanish,
TC,
rigger Inn SI Petersburg· Supermarkets er, data sySlems programmer, ma thema- Sulloway
CHEMISTRY ,SEM!NAR : Dr. Terijnce General C~rp,; various lo~ations in New ticlan; lib_arts and ma.th. W. ~lrglnl1 Nov. 26-Plono In Pre-school, TC, Sulc.. 0"'.en, )?SF, IRad101x11c Scrambling of Jersey;_ Tennessee Valley Authority, State Road Departrnent. Engrs, engr. loway,
.
D,sulfides, 2 p.m. Friday, C!:!EM l05. Knoxville, Tenn.; U.S. Army Missile
• •
,
•
Dec. 4-Essenllals of Supervision, SI.
Command, Huntsville, Ala.
Cont1nu1n9
Educat,on
P.C., Fellows.
\
· Campus Date Book
Marketing: AEtna Surety and Casually
.
\
Dec.
of the Amerlc1n
Co., Tampa; BO!Wilt - Teller, New York; Non-credit educatl011al programs to be Negro, St,5-Hlstory
P.C., Fellows.
T'
d I
f
. ti . Britt's Department Store, Fort Lauder• offered by the Center for Continuing Edu- Dec 10-Effecllve Communication, St.
O
,mes an Paces
organ,za on_s dale; Contlnental Baking · ·co., Tampa'; cation at USF du~lng November:
P.C., Fellows,
,
1ar11:b•r~u~ridbi~rJ:9 Uni• General Services Administration, wash- Nov. 14 - Woman's · Perspective, Dec. 16-Math Review for ·Engineers,
~~;!\nygc~•~u
•
1 n er O Y
'
•
inglon, o.c.; s. H. Kress co,, Tampa; Tampa Campus, Contact Person: L. St. P.C,, Fellows.
'
May - Cohens. Department Store 'Jackson- Romig, .
·
Mar. 3-Contemporory Moral lssu.es,
TODAY
..,. ville; Standard OIi Co. of 'Kentucky, Nov. 18, 20, 25, 27 - Human Relations TC, Sulloway. . .
· U.S. Navy ·Recruiting, from 8 o.m., Tampa orea; Supermarkets General cor- and Mollvallons, Tampa, (H. Schier).
June. 2-Chartered Life Underwriters,
CTR 226.
.
poratlon, various locations In Ndw Jersey. Nov. 16 - U,C. Program Council Meet• Part I, TC, Fellows.
Women's Perspective, 9 a.m., CTR
Personnel Management: Clty·o1 Tampa, Ing, Chlnsegut HIii. (L. Romig),
,
June 2-Chartered Lift Underwriters,
Personnel, Tampa; Defense Personnel Ndv. 18 - Educational Workshop, Arca- Part Ill, TPA, Fellows,
252E.
\
Headstarl, 9:30 a.m., CTR 158.
Support center, Phlladelphfa • Ford Motor dia . CA. Sulloway).
June 2-Chartered Life Underwrilers,
'
Viewpoint Luncheon, no<ln, CTR ·255-6. co.) Dearborn.
Nov. 21 - Labor Relations - Non• Part IV,.St. P.C. Fellows:
Flu Immunizations, 1 p.m., CTR 251. Public Relations: Florida council ..for Union, Tampa campus. co.. Fellows).
June 2-Chartered Life Underwrilers,
S. G. External Affairs, 2 p,m., FAH Preventi011 of Blindness, Tampa.
Nov. 22 - Labor Relations - Union, Port IV, TC, Fellows.
288.
.
Florida Engineering Society, 2 p.m.,
· Placement Services
ENG 4.
'
R!t~~9/ht Epsilon Dinner, 5:3o p,m., The following organizations will be ·in•
Prograr,{ Council, 6:30 p,m., CTR · J5S, terviewing on campus. Check with PlaceBridge Tournament. 7 p.m.. CTR 255.6, men!, ADM 277, ext. 2895, for interview
Karate • Beginners, 7 p.m., GYM s. locotions, 10 sch~dule appointments, or for
Special Bus for USF
Karate • Women, 7 p.m., Gym lOl. further. lnformat,on.
Dr. Harry Bierman Philosophy Lecture, . , . ,, NOVEMBER· 19 .
SERVICE CUSTOMERS
8 p.m .• CR 252E, w.
New York University: Grad · students
/
- LEAVES for US'F
for .bus adm school; sludents interested
THURSDAY
in M!!A and PhD programs.
Administration Blc(g. Cl!t
U.S. Navy Recruiting, from 8 .am., .
NOVEMBER 20
CTR '223.
. .
, . Crawford and· Co: insurance' ad juster;
8: 15 A~M. ·
Student Personal Library Contest, 8 all fields,
. .
.
Return
' tr·,p 4·._30 .p, u.
a.m., GTR 248. . . ·
·
NOVEMBER 21
n~
BIS Luncheon,
11:50 a.m., CTR 255-6. A _; - n E k c
bY apporritment
• ....
935 • 11 "6
Flu
Immunization
1 p.m., CTR 251.
~e,oca n a . orp: Res & .dev: de,,,
.
Physical Plant Maintenance, ~ p.m.,. sig/! ·pla_nt engr, ind, engr, sales trainee;
CTR 255-6.
chem, physics, engr, mktg, ..Broward
Christian Science, 4:30 p.m., CTR 215. County Schools: Teachers; :•Im & se~
.
,
:
c. e ,
.·
Sigma Alpha Epsilon Dinner, 5 p.m., educ. D.~d• _county Scho<lfs. Teachers,
_
RAN
F Relations, 6. p.m., CTR 216.
. Scho_
eterrols:& sec
educ. el':"'
Hillsborough county
. ,
.
. IFC109E
Public
Teachers;
& sec; educ. ..,________________________.....
campus crusade for Christ, 6 , 30 p.m., M
__an_o~n_c_ou_n_1y_s_ch_o_o,_s._T_ea_c_he_r_s,_e_
1e_m..;___________..;.,._,;,_;________..,:______
CTR~
. .
Hillel, 7 p.m., CTR 251.
Student Association Mealing, 7 ·p.m.,
CTR 252.
Karate - Beginners, 7 p.m., ·Gym 101.
Film Festival • Paul · Newman, 7 p.m.,
BSA.
. Esperanto Class, 7:30 p.m., .CTR 203.
Baha'i .Club, 8 p.m., CT 204.
University Chapel FellowshiP, 9 p.m,,
CTR 200.
·Pllyslcal Plant, 10 p.m., CTR 25H.
&

· ·. _··.' . . · . c;Jf':is:histle, Plunk and Boor,,, p.m. _
GRE DeadI..Ine
coffee ,House, 2 p,m., EN.O...
8·Film
p.m.,Classics
BSA. • "Ashes and
• Diamonds,"

.S~t .Nov. l 9

Honest-to~
Pepsi taster!

THE ORACLE-Nov. 13, 1968, U. of South Florid~9

The 30 students returning to
work said ¢at they had decided "that not all avenu.es of
communications had been exhausted be(ore action had
been taken."

--·-------------

I

·'

...·uN.ITY
....

~

:

.

.,

of mankind
of religion

Independent investigation of truth
.-Science and.religion go hand in hond
THE a4HA'I t AITH
IS:
An independe_n t world religion
In 309 countries and territories
_ In 2,000' U.S. communities 1
" - .. BEL1EVES: ·
· All religions have the . same Divine
Source
God reveals- His , Word periodically in
· history through chosen Prophets or Messengers
.TEACHES:
,
Each person must seek truth ~r himself
The oneness of God, of religion, of mankind
.·
'
. _ The abandoning of all prejudices
The harmony of science and religion
REVEALS:
.
·.
.
' .
T.he foundation for \\'.Orld unity'
The ·moral; ethical, and spiritual principles for this day ·
'

'

- - - .We Invite You To H'ear--..Dr. Stanwood Cobb speak on
''THE N'EED FOR WORLD UNITY"
IN CTR 252 - 2:00 P.M.
TODAY ~ WED. NOV. 13

1

PUBLIC INVITED
,

Sponsored by

The Baha'i Club of USF

Dr. Cobb is the
Author·of
'"Security f or a
Falling World"

-:i

Lenox Quarte t Will ·Perform
Artist Series Recital Sunday

j

Described as "one of the
finest quartets this country
has yet produced (New York
Times), the . Lenox Quartet
will perform for the USF audience Sunday at 8 :30 p.m. in
the Theatre in conjunction
with the Artist Series program.
Featuring Peter Marsh· on
violin, Delmar Pettys on violin · and viola, Paul Hersh on
viola and piano; and Donald
McCall on cello, the quartet
will do selections from Mozart, Bartok, and Dvorak.
Marsh, who has soloed with
the Pittsburgh Symphony and
other orchestras, is a native
of New Jersey and has studied with Hans Letz at the New
York College of Music, Scott
Willits at the !American Conservatory (Chicago) and Emanuel Zetlin at the University
of Washington,

I

,i
I

Lenox Quartet Here Sunday

the

~imi ~endri~

rornIEN~~ ·

SAT. NOV. 23rd 8:30 P.M.
CURTIS HIXON HALL

$5.50 - $4.5_0 - $3.50

PLUS:
CAT MOTHER & THE ALL NIGHT BOYS
TICKETS: AT ALL AREA SEARS STORES, BELKS OF BRITTON, OR SEND STAMPED; SELF-ADDRESSED ENVELOPE
TO: JIMI HENDRIX, BOX, OFFICE, CURTIS HIXON_, HALL,
TAMPA. ·
.

By LAURA SCHWARTZ
·
Sta.ff Writer
Phallic surprise and neon
icon; Male Box and Family
Portrait; abstract, optic~,
traditional. · Thus, the USF
Visual Arts Faculty Exhibition displays emphatic diver. sity and innovation.
It · is all' evocative illustration of the dive11gent shapes,
explorative media and visual
con~ortions through which the
coritemporaxy art scene is
groping and expanding. '
A free-standing sculptm:e by
Bryn Manley caterprillars
across the floor. Charles Fager's grotesque facial masks
~pose themselves from their

··~······························· ··································· ··~---·~·················~
-.
I

Tampa Bay's O~ly
Theatre-in-the-r,1und

.

PROFESSIONAL NEW YORK· CAST ONLY

:

,. *

..
:

...

:·.

/

*

'

.

OFF BROADWAY

-

.

*

biack, mechanic environment. spectively.
A nostalgic World War I
For further contrasts are
flying ace by Harrison Cov- seen in the optical arousal of
ington gazes again into spa- Bruce Marsh's work and the
ce. Ernest Cox achieves brutal figurizations (reminisstrength sind visual motion in cent of Goya and Jack Levmetal. With delicacy and pre- ine) of Frank Rompolla.
cision, Donald Saff's relecting
IN "FAMILY Portrait" by
forms compel the viewer Jeffrey Kronsnoble, the .viewthrough tension of prolifera- er finds a provoking tension
tion an'd symmetry.
between secure connotation
THE PERPENDICULAR, . and uneasy response.
multi-media work by George
Both Wesley Houk and Deaµ
Pappas leads the viewer to Aydelott incorporate macabre
question the categorization or three-dimensional facial strucsingularity of art-where does tures in their work - the forpainting stop and sculpture mer in an ironic fanciful conbegin?
_test, the latter in an harmoni·Likewise are Robert Geli- ous sweep of broad form and
nas' . wall pieces whkh are color.
lively in color, shape and
Thus, the Visual Arts Facultexture and reflective of the ty Exhibition presents a diwork of Miro. In technique, vergent range of artistic exWillard McCracken· and Mer- ploration and reveals an exnet Larsen demonstrate more pansive scope of imagination
·traditional h a n d _1 i n g of 'a s well as structural concepts
abs~action· and landscape re- and styles.

DINNER THE·ATRE

HIJ/UJtg

Hersh attended Yale '1::Tniversity and studied viola with
William Primrose and piano
with Edward Steuermann and
Leonard Shure. In his New
York debut as a pianist in 1964,
the New York Herald Tribune
described him as "a pianist of
exceptional stature and a musician of impeccable taste."
Robert Commanday (S a n
Francisco Chronicle) spoke of
Hersh as "a courageous and
enormously talented young pianist . • • a major musical
personality,"

McCall, of Kansas City,
Missouri, ·is a graduate of
Curtis Institute of Music, Philadelphia, and i;.tudied with
Leonard Rose. Winner of the
Naumberg Award for 1956, he
made his debut at Town Hall
in the fall of 1956.
THE, GROUP HAS played
at Town Hall (New York),
Summer concerts of San
Francisco Museum of Art, University of California at Berkeley, University of Buffalo,

Oive.fsity And · Innovation
Key To Faculty Exhibit

·

IN PERSON

PE'l"l'YS BEGAN his early
violin studies with Arturo Petruci in Portland, Oregon. He
received his Master's Degree
Juilliard School . of Music
where he was instructed by
Joseph Fuchs and Oscar
Shumsky, and studied extensive chamber music with
..Felix Galimir.

OPEN NIGHTLY_(except Mon.)

- NOWPLAYING -

cert tours, the L~ox is at
home in Grinnell, Iowa, where
•
I
they are on the faculty oJ
Grinnell College. As Artistsin-Residence since 1962, the
Quartet plays 14 concerts a
year there with lectureconcerts, regular ensemble
coaching and private instruc- ;
tion, and members of the
Lincoln Center Festival, Tan- Quartet also teach some of
glewood Festival (Massachu- the regular curriculum, such
setts-), Spoleto Festival
as Humanities, ·Introduction to
(Italy), Aspen Festival (Colorado), Ravinia Festival (Chi- the Fine Arts, Music History,
cago), and Stanford Festival etc.
(California).
When they are not on con-

SKYWAYDRIVE-IN

Winning Poems
Read Nightly
Winning poems in the Florida division of the 17th Annual
National Poetry Day Competition will be read nightly in the
Florida Folksingers Society's
Coffeehouse at Beaux Arts
Gallery, 7711 60th St., Pinellas
Park. Musical background
will be furnished by Doug
Lochridge, USF seriior.
P oems were judged by Dr.
Albert Carter, poet in residence at-Florida Presbyterian
College.

11945 N. Florida An.
Wed., Thurs., Nov. 13, 14
Two Technicolor Hits
Stewart Granier "lHE RED
DRAGON"
Troy Donahue I. Conni•
Stevens
"PAlM SPRINGS WHKtND"

Fri., Sat., Nav. 15, 16
Three Technicolor Hits
Ferlln Husky "LAS VEGAS
HIUBILLIES" •
Steve McQueen "THOMAS
CROWN AFFAIR"
Audie Murphy"BULLETS FOR
A BAD. MAN"

Sun.; Mon., Tues'., Nov. 1·1, 18
Two Technicolor Hits
Jack Lemmon Walttr Matthllt
"ODD COUPLE"
Robert Mitchum "VILLA RIDES"
Sha~ starts 7.P:nt• Admission 50c

'JACK IN BOX'
. : . By C. Fa!er

I

'Pendulum' To Swing

Experimental Theatre is student directed for partial nault and Jill- Danzinger are·
presenting .its first . Senior · completion of Theatre Arts friends of the family. Do you
Project production, "One Way graduation requirements.
have any comment on that,
· . ·
.
Pendulum," Monday, TuesInt: Why, thank you, sir. sir?
Dancing Nightly Red .Velvet Lounge
day, and Wednesday at 8 :30 .
Now, you are a weighing maGorm: Mimimimimimi. ..
chine, are you not? And that
Int.: Oh, yes, and you are in
P-~;:en~e:t~e:::~~ive inter- sign on you says "I Speak the cast too. Now, the produc:
· ..
st: Pete: Clearwater
ON FOOD AND DRINKS
: view with one of the cast Your Weight," does it not?
. ticin is free and -curtain is at
: .,___
~
872-4706 442-2653
~ •
. TO USF STUDENTS AND STAFF :
members , Gormless.
mco r uct1ons- ammerer I ms presen
8:30 p.m. on Centre Stage. Is
Gorm:
Fifteen
stone,
ten
:
1.
• ,. _
•
_
~ - TAMPA PHONE 884-7501
ALL NIGHTS EXCEPT TUES. & SAT.:
Interviewer: Hello, Mr.
that
all,
sir?
AN
AMERICAN INTERNATIONALRELEASE
pounds.
: ..••••.....•....•.......•.••••••.•.•.••••••.•..•••..•..•...••..•.
.........•...........•......•
- - - - - - - - - . . . . : . . . - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - -- . - -- - , -Gorm: Mimimimi. •.
1 Gormless. You are• one of the
Int.: 'Now, as I understand
feature charactei:s in ' 'One it, Kirby Groomkirby· (Mike
• Int.: Yes, we'll see you
Way Pendulum," are y'ou not? Soluri), is trying
to teach 500 there. Thank you, sir, your inGormless: Fifteen stone, of you to sing Handel's Halle- formation has been most valu:
able.
ten pounds.
lujah Choi:us, is he not?
Gorm: Fifteen , stone, ten
Int.: Excuse me? It is an
Gorm: M i m i m i m i m i
pounds worth.
.absurdist .play by N.F. Simp- •..Fifteen st0ne, ten pounds.
son, is it not?
·
Int.: And his father, Arthur
Gonn: Fifteen stone...
G. (Robert Adcock) is buildInt. : What do you think in- ing a life-size model of the
spired him to write it?
Old Bailey Courthouse in his
i,
living room, is he not? ; ., .
Gorm:
Ten
pounds
.
.
~
Gorm: Jude-Richard SharNow there's a way for-you to know - } .
Int.: Of what, sir?
the wor-ld around you first,-hand. · f
G or m: Mimimimimi...• key • . • Court in .session
A way to see the things you've
\: .
Nancy Jean Barber, director • .. next witness. . .
Int.: What is this? You
read.about, anc! study as you go.
. ..John H a u p t, designer
~
mean
court c·onvenes in the
The way is a college that uses the .,
... full length production
living room? Tell m e more!
TRUE! STARTLING!!
Parthenon as a class'room 'for
A FACTS-OF-LI FE FEATURETTE
Gorm:
Fifteen
Stone,
ten
a lecture on Greece,
on the mysteries of reproductio·n!
pounds.
,
and illustrates fiong
Int. : I see. Now, as I have
Kong's ftoating
in color
it, the others 'in the Groomkirsocieties with an
by household are played by .
"Eight
Experien·
c
ed
hour's ride on a
Cosmetologists To Serve You"
Kaki ~oberts'on, .Sandi Hine- ·
harbor sampan.
...
gardner, Sherrie Ahlin, and
Everyye;:ir Chapman College's ·
Two · plays, "Sandbox," and
FEATURE TIMES
Greg Mowris. And the others
World Campus Afloat.takes two
1:40. 3:45 • 5:50. 7:55 -10:00
"I'm Herbert" will be the Ex·:
•
.
from the Old Bailey are Gab
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